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Abstract: This thesis studies the discussion over the Estonian citizenship issue in the United 

Nations (UN) and in Organisation for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE) from 1993 to 

1997. The citizenship question refers to a case, where Estonia, according to its state-continuum 

paradigm, restored its pre-Soviet citizenship legislation. As a consequence, all people residing in 

its territory, besides people eligible for citizenship according to the pre-Soviet law, became 

stateless. The case of Estonian citizenship is part of the bigger paradigm change in minority 

questions in post-Cold War world. 

The thesis ’primary sources are gathered from public online archives of the aforementioned 

organisations. The sources consist of correspondences and other relevant documents related to the 

topic. The sources are analysed by small-state realism and strategic culture theories, which help to 

analyse the internal factors, i.e., the long-term ambition of politically allying with the West and the 

trauma of Soviet occupation, that had an effect Estonia’s use of language in diplomatic arenas. This 

framework is then combined with speech-act theory and new rhetoric’s audience centricity, which 

reveal the external factors that determined the factors that had to be considered in manifesting the 

national-strategy. 

Comparing the speech-acts from two separate forums reveals how a big state affects the use of 

language of a small-state. In the UN, Estonia mainly defends its citizenship policy against Russia’s 

torrent of human rights accusations related to mainly Russian speaking non-citizens in Estonia – 

even though the UN found no signs of arbitrary deprivation of citizenship nor human rights 

infringements. In the OSCE the lack of contestation results in mutually cooperative relationship 

aiming to integrate non-citizens via the framework provided by Estonia. In the end, Estonia is able 

to defend its citizenship policy on both fronts. 
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Tiivistelmä: Tässä tutkielmassa tarkastellaan Viron kansalaisuuskysymyksestä käytyä keskustelua 

Yhdistyneissä kansakunnissa (YK) ja Euroopan turvallisuus- ja yhteistyöjärjestössä (ETYJ) 

vuosina 1993–1997. Viron kansalaisuuskysymyksellä viitataan tapaukseen, jossa neuvostoajan 

jälkeisessä Virossa palautettiin toista maailmansotaa edeltänyt lainsäädäntö, mukaan lukien 

kansalaisuuslaki. Tämän seurauksena kaikki ihmiset, jotka eivät olleet Viron kansalaisia tai heidän 

jälkeläisiään ennen Neuvostoliiton miehitystä menettivät kansalaisuuden. Viron tapaus heijastaa 

laajempaa muutosta vähemmistöasioissa kansainvälisissä toimielimissä kylmän sodan jälkeen. 

Tutkielman primääriaineistona toimivat edellä mainittujen organisaatioiden julkisista 

nettiarkistoista löytyvä aihetta käsittelevä kirjeenvaihto sekä muu relevantti aineisto. Aineistoa 

analysoidaan yhdistämällä pienvaltiorealismin ja strategisen kulttuurin teoriat, jotka yhdessä 

selittävät ne sisäiset tekijät (esim. pitkän tähtäimen poliittisen liittoutumisen ambitiot sekä 

lähimenneisyyden Neuvostomiehityksen trauman), jotka vaikuttavat Viron motivaatioihin. 

Teoreettinen viitekehys linkitetään vuorostaan puheaktiteoriaan sekä uuden retoriikan 

yleisökeskeisyyteen, joiden kautta tutkitaan niitä ulkoisia tekijöitä, jotka vaikuttivat Viron 

motivaatioiden julkiesittämiseen. 

Vertailtaessa kahdessa eri foorumissa käytyä keskustelua nähdään, miten suuri valtio vaikuttaa 

pienen valtion kielenkäyttöön diplomaattisilla areenoilla. YK:ssa Viro pääsääntöisesti puolustaa 

omaa kansalaisuuspolitiikkaansa Venäjän ihmisoikeussyytöksiä vastaan, vaikka 

ihmisoikeusrikkomuksista ei olekaan viitteitä. ETYJ:ssä kahdenvälisen kiistelyn puutos näkyy 

vuorostaan yhteen hiileen puhaltamisena, jonka tavoitteena on integroida Viron ei-kansalaisväestö. 

Viro kykenee puolustamaan kansalaisuuspolitiikkaansa molemmilla rintamilla. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Citizenship issues arise often – especially, when big regimes cease to exist, and new states 

emerge on their former territory. When a state becomes independent, it has to determine who 

becomes eligible for its citizenship. Yet, the question is not as black-and-white as it would 

initially seem: the new state has also to consider who has the right to their citizenship. Will 

everyone residing on the state’s territory prior to its independence have the right to citizenship? 

Or will the right be restricted by other means, for instance, requiring a historic link to the state 

via citizenship before it became part of the now-ceased-big-regime? Univocal answers do not 

exist; the situation has to be analysed as a whole. 

This thesis studies one of the aforementioned citizenship issues: the question of Estonian 

citizenship and how it was discussed in the United Nations (UN) and Organisation for Security 

and Co-operation (OSCE) from 1993 to 1997. The citizenship question refers to the dispute 

between Estonia and Russia over Estonia’s decision to revert to its pre-Soviet era legislation, 

justified by Estonia’s state-continuum paradigm. The paradigm refers to an interpretation of 

history that because the Soviet Union annexed Estonia illegally, the Estonian state never ceased 

to exist; thus, the pre-World War II legislation was still in force despite the occupation. By 

reverting to the status quo ante bellum citizenship law, Soviet era migrants were made 

effectively stateless in newly independent Estonia. This decision raised disputes over the 

legality of Estonia’s actions in regards to international law, human rights, and minority rights. 

After investigation, the international stage concluded that Estonia had not breached human 

rights, despite Russia’s allegations. After the dispute resolved to Estonia’s benefit, the 

citizenship question evolved to consider the non-citizens’ rights in Estonian society. 

The Soviet era history casts its shadow over the topic by juxtaposing Estonia and Russia in the 

UN. In essence, Estonia’s size compared to Russia, their mutual shared history, and the sum of 

these two settings dictate their reciprocal dynamic in the correspondence and the political 

leeway through which Estonia can defend its citizenship policy, in accordance with small-state 

realism and strategic culture. In contrast, as Russia did not participate in OSCE, although it 

was a member-state, it can be additionally analysed whether the political climate in the UN 

affected the OSCE. In OSCE, Estonia corresponded with High Commissioner on National 

Minorities (HCNM), who worked as a mediator on the citizenship issue on behalf of OSCE. 
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The introduction chapter will proceed from here on with an introduction and discussion on the 

historical and political context preceding the citizenship question. Concentrating on the turn of 

the 1990s, the historical background will provide the reader with information on how the 

dissolution of the Soviet Union affected the citizenship situation and how Estonia and Russia 

positioned themselves against each other before the topic was opened in the UN. The concept 

of citizenship is introduced during the historical context, and the transnational organisations' 

conceptualisation of minority, national minority, and minority rights, are presented in the 

following subchapter. Then, the reader will be introduced to the relevant research literature, 

which has affected this study. Finally, the introduction will present the sources, theoretical 

framework, and the research questions of this thesis. 

After the introduction chapter, the thesis will proceed with a deep dive into the theoretical-

methodological framework on studying small states’ relationships to big states and the aspects 

which have to be considered in analysing rhetoric on diplomatic arenas. This framework will 

then be applied to Estonia for mapping a performative action model of the factors affecting 

Estonia’s speech-acts to a variety of audiences. In chapters 3 and 4, Estonia’s correspondences 

over the citizenship issue in the UN and OSCE will be presented separately and analysed 

through the performative action model’s lens. The last chapter will present the results by 

concluding how the different diplomatic arenas affected a small-state’s freedom to use 

language. 

 

1.1 Historical background 

In essence, every speech-act presented and analysed in this thesis is, directly or indirectly, 

related to Estonia’s citizenship question.1 Yet before the speech-acts can be analysed, it is 

 

1  UN Commission on Human Rights, Note verbale dated 12 February 1993 from the Permanent 

Representative of the Russian Federation to the United Nations Office at Geneva addressed to the Assistant 
Secretary-General for Human Rights, E/CN.4/1993/93. 15 February 1993. Pp. 3. “Most of the complaints 

and appeals made by the Russian-speaking population of Latvia and Estonia to the Human Rights Committee 

are either directly concerned with the problem of obtaining citizenship or are a consequence of the decisions 

taken.” 
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crucial to understand where the speech-acts happened in time and space. 2  It is not only 

Estonia’s post-independence motivations which guide its use of language, but the effect of the 

recent history in the geographical region in total. Here, I will briefly introduce the historical 

and political context immediately before and after the Soviet Union collapsed and Estonia 

became independent in relation to the citizenship question. 

The dissolution of the Soviet Union was unexpected and changed the political geography in 

Central and Eastern Europe.3 The dissolution was preceded by flammable tensions between the 

native people and Soviet era settlers – and the Baltic states were not an exception. As a matter 

of fact, Tallin was the only capital where violence did not burst out in January 1991.4 The 

marching forces were stopped by the direct intervention of, then president of Russian Soviet 

Federative Socialist Republic (RSFSR), Boris Yeltsin. 5  Yeltsin, empathising with the 

independence-seeking Baltic states, gave his indirect blessing to Estonia’s independence after 

signing the bilateral Treaty on Basic Relations on 12 January 1991, which anticipated their 

inevitable secession from the Union. The treaty created the basis for future bilateral relationship 

between Estonia and Russia, and, inter alia, stated that in post-Soviet space citizenship should 

be granted freely to those who wanted the citizenship of the state they resided in at the time of 

their independence.6 Policy wise this decision continued the Soviet idea of citizenhood, where 

the passport was de jure attached to a Soviet Republic but de facto showed transnational linkage 

to the union. In post-Soviet spaces, the new citizenship would have removed the attachment to 

 

2 Skinner, Quentin. Visions of Politics. Volume 1, Regarding Method. Cambridge University Press, 2002. Pp. 

84, 144; Kurunmäki, Jussi. ”Käsitehistoria. Näkökulma historian poliittisuuteen ja kielen historiallisuuteen”. 

In Politiikka, 43, 2001. Pp. 142—155. Pp. 144. 
3  Iordachi, Constantin. Dual Citizenship in Post-communist Central and Eastern Europe: Regional 

Integration and Inter-ethnic Tensions. Reconstruction and Interaction of Slavic Eurasia and its Neighboring 

World, 2004. Pp. 105-139. Pp. 117. 
4 Sarv, Margrit. Integration by Reframing Legislation: Implementation of the Recommendations of the OSCE 

High Commissioner on National Minorities to Estonia, 1993-2001. Working Paper 7, in: Wolfgang Zellner 

et al., ed. Comparative Case studies on the Effectiveness of the OSCE High Commissioner on National 

Minorities. Hamburg, Centre of OSCE Research. 2002. Pp. 17; van Elsuwege, Peter. From Soviet Republics 
to EU Member States : a Legal and Political Assessment of the Baltic States’ Accession to the EU. Martinus 

Nijhoff Publishers, 2008. Pp. 52-53. 
5 Sarv, 2002. Pp. 17. 
6  Договор об основах межгосударственных отношений Российской 

Советской Федеративной Социалистической 

Республики и Эстонской Республики [Treaty on the Basis of Inter-State Relations between the Russian 

Soviet Federative Socialist Republic and the Republic of Estonia], 15 January 1991. Статья 3. 

<https://docs.cntd.ru/document/1901980> [Accessed 6 May 2022] 
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the Soviet Union, but not altered who would have become the citizens of the succeeding new 

states. 

After the Soviet Union collapsed, ex-Soviet states mostly granted citizenship to everyone 

residing in the territory of the republics at the time independences were restored.7 For instance, 

Lithuania opted for the so called “zero-option”, granting citizenship to all. 8  Thus, the 

Lithuanian citizenship issue is not discussed in the diplomatic arenas.9 In contrast, Estonia and 

Latvia both adopted more restrictive approach to citizenship, despite signing the Basic 

Relations Treaty.10 Estonia and Latvia both concluded that they were illegally annexed by the 

Soviet Union, and the pre-Soviet states never ceased to exist – it was only an interregnum 

period.11 Hence, citizenship would not be given freely but according to the principle of state 

continuum, i.e., by the status quo ante bellum citizenship act.12 

The below figure illustrates the major legislative changes in Estonia’s citizenship legislation 

during the study period: 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

7 Iordachi, 2004. Pp. 122. 
8 Kuris, Egidijus. Country report: Lithuania. EUDO Citizenship Observatory, Country Reports, 2010. Pp. 3. 
9 OSCE, CSCE Communication No. 124: Recommendations to Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania from CSCE 
High Commissioner on National Minorities. 13 April 1993. Pp. 12-13, 16-17. 
10 Iordachi, 2004. Pp. 123. 
11 van Elsuwege, 2018. Pp. 62. 
12 Sarv, 2001. Pp. 21-22. 

Citizenship Act of 1938 

Timeline of Estonian citizenship legislation 

Restoration on 26 February 1992 by 

the order of the Supreme Soviet of the 

Republic of Estonia 

Solidified legislatively the status of non-citizens 

Passed 8 July 1993, entered into force 12 July 1993 

Law on Aliens (1993) 

First post-Soviet nationality law. 

Passed 19 January 1995 entered into 

force on 1 April 1995 

Figure 1. The timeline of Estonian citizenship legislation during the correspondence in the UN. 

Citizenship Act (1995) 
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In both Estonia and Latvia, all laws were restored to their pre-World War II state. As a result, 

only the people who held the citizenship prior to World War II, their descendants, and people 

fulfilling special requirements, were automatically granted citizenship in the newly 

independent states. The special requirements meant that people who had actively supported 

Estonian independence or had accomplished in working for the Estonian nation-building were 

granted citizenship.13 This was not the case in Latvia, which did not grant citizenship by special 

requirements. 14  Everyone else residing on the territory of the states lost their citizenship, 

became non-citizens, and had to apply for naturalisation after meeting the requirements. The 

naturalisation requirements evolved during time, but generally speaking required one to prove 

proficiency in the state language and knowledge of the state constitution.15 

Citizenship has a lot of connotations. It is a symbol of membership to a society;16 a bond 

between an individual and a state;17 and “the right to have rights”18. Citizenship defines the 

rights, which give the civil and political rights to a citizen.19 These rights are manifested by 

one’s right to political participation.20 Citizenship also comes with duties to the state, for 

instance, to abide the law and conscription. The failure to fulfil one’s duties leads to persecution 

and limitation in citizenship rights. Citizenships are distributions by two methods: jus sanguinis, 

i.e., “right by blood”, and jus soli, “right by soil”.21 Jus sanguinis refers to the principle that 

citizenship is inherited from parents. This principle is widely used in Europe. Jus soli 

citizenships are, on the other hand, granted who were born in a territory of a state regardless of 

their parents’ background. Different approach to citizenship would be jus soli, the right to 

citizenship by the place of birth. 

 

13 Ibid. Pp. 20. 
14 Krūma, Kristīne. Country Report on Citizenship Law: Latvia. EUDO Citizenship Observatory, Country 

Reports, 2015. Pp. 5. 
15 Jarve, Priit, and Poleshchuk, Vadim. Country report: Estonia. EUDO Citizenship Observatory, Country 

Reports, 2010. Pp. 5. 
16 Faulks, Keith. Citizenship. Routledge, 2000. Pp. 31. 
17 Tönsmann, Susanne. Naturalization and Citizenship in Latvia and Estonia. Policy Department for Citizens’ 

Rights and Constitutional Affairs. 2018. Pp. 5 
18 Arendt, Hannah. The Origins of Totalitarianism. 1968. Pp. 296. 
19 Jutila, M. Nationalism Circumscribed: Transnational Governance of Minority Rights in Post-Cold War 

Europe. University of Helsinki, 2011. Pp. 108. 
20 Faulks, 2000. Pp. 109. 
21 Heater, Derek. What Is Citizenship. 2013. Pp. 80-81; 106-107. 
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Having a citizenship is seen as fundamental that it is written in the Universal Declaration of 

Human Rights (UDHR).22 The Article 15 unambiguously states that “1) Everyone has the right 

to nationality” and “2) No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his nationality nor denied the 

right to change his nationality”. While citizenship and nationality, the term used by UDHR, are 

not synonymous, the UN uses them interchangeably.23 National refers to a person who, just like 

citizen, has a bond to a state and can receive diplomatic protection overseas, but does not 

necessarily have the full rights of citizenship, e.g., enfranchisement.24 A citizen is a national of 

a state, but a national is not necessarily a citizen, as exemplified by people born in American 

Samoa, who are nationals but not citizens of the USA, and, as a consequence, cannot vote in 

federal elections.25 In this thesis, I will use the terms citizenship and nationality to refer to the 

“full-members” of the state, because it is the custom in the UN, and non-citizens, the term used 

in Estonian and Latvian citizenship laws, to the people with limited rights within the states. 

Needless to say, analysing the situation in reference to the aforementioned linkages to 

citizenship, the decision not to grant citizenship automatically sparked opposition, and not the 

least because it was the custom in all other Soviet Republics.26 Effectively, in Estonia and 

Latvia a large proportion of mostly Russian speaking population, a significant minority in the 

respective states, became non-citizens, i.e., people with undefined citizenship. In Estonia and 

Latvia, the Russians formed 38% and 48% of the population as they regained their 

independence, respectively. 27  In contrast, in Lithuania 80 % of residents were ethnically 

Lithuanian.28 This highlights the difference even amongst the Baltic States, which all lost their 

independences in 1940 but still approached the citizenship question from different stances. 

To understand why ethnicity played such a major part in the citizenship question, the concept 

of citizenship has to be itself understood in the Soviet context. Essentially, people were divided 

 

22 United Nations, Universal Declaration of Human Rights. 1948. Article 15. 
23 For example, the United Nations does not differ the concepts from each other. See: United Nations High 

Commissioner for Refugees, Nationality and Statelessness: A Handbook for Parliamentarians. 2005. Pp. 3. 
24 Tönsmann, 2018. Pp. 11. 
25 For reference on the different rights granted to the U.S. citizens and nationals, cf.: Vlahoplus, John. Other 

Lands and Other Skies: Birthright Citizenship and Self-Government in Unincorporated Territories. William 

& Mary Bill of Rights Journal. Vol. 27 Issue 2, 2018. Pp. 401-429. Pp. 401-402. 
26 Brubaker, Rogers. Nationalism Reframed: Nationhood and the National Question in the New Europe. 

Cambridge University Press, 1996.  Pp. 52, 108. 
27 UN Commission on Human Rights, E/CN.4/1993/93. 15 February 1993. Pp. 5. 
28 Kuris, 2010. Pp. 14. 
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into ethnicities in their USSR passports. This meant that everyone knew who was, e.g., 

Estonian, Latvian, or Russian, even if they were essentially citizens of the Soviet Union. Roger 

Brubaker argues that while the Soviet Union supressed nationalist movements striving for 

independence, it was also eager to strengthen the idea of ethnic nationality as a concept.29 This 

policy’s long-lasting legacy is that it pre-emptively built the framework for Central and Eastern 

European Countries’ (CEEC) to imply ethnic dimension to their national identities and 

citizenships. This also meant that Russia could contest the citizenship question by building 

arguments upon ethnicity, e.g., accusing Estonia of deliberate racism and human rights 

infringements towards its Russian speaking minority. 

Matti Jutila has studied the evolution of minority rights in the post-Cold War Europe and their 

relationship with contemporary nationalist discourse. 30  Jutila sees that nationalism, as an 

ideology, and transnational governance are in conflict with each other. This is due to the fact 

that nation-creation is about legal and political self-determination on a nation’s territory, whilst 

transnational governance destabilises this autonomy by superseding national legislation with 

its own treaties. 

Evolution of national identities abreast with domestic minority legislations relate to the same 

question. According to Jutila, it is common that in newly emerged states ethno-nationalism is 

justified and generally accepted by the international community due to years of exogenous 

discrimination. 31  Ethno-nationalism is manifested by sponsoring a state-language through 

general education, and it, among other things, can be seen as strengthening common identity, 

putting native speakers in more advantageous position in comparison with the other people. 

 

 

29 Brubaker, 1996.  Pp. 17. 
30 Jutila, 2011. Pp. 1. 
31 Ibid. Pp. 4, 10. 
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1.2 Institutionalised approach to minority questions 

Despite that transnational governance sway political autonomy from states, joining 

transnational community is vital for states, especially for small ones. 32  This is also 

acknowledged by the transnational organisations. By the very nature of accession, the later 

joining states are in disadvantaged negotiating position compared to the countries that had 

joined earlier. New states can do nothing but comply with all prerequisites given upon 

accension. This is paradoxical, because politically West-leaning organisations, i.e., Council of 

Europe (CoE), European Union (EU), OSCE, and, to some extent, North Atlantic Treaty 

Organisation (NATO), can demand stricter requirements from acceding nations than from 

current members, who, for their part, can be reluctant to modify their existing minority 

legislations.33  

Even if transnational governance can demand certain minority legislations, there is not a 

universally accepted and applicable definition of what is a minority.34 The most agreed upon 

minority definition is by Francesco Capotorti from 1979: “A group numerically inferior to the 

rest of the population of a state, in a non-dominant position, whose members – being nationals 

of the States – possess ethnic, religious or linguistic characteristics differing from those of the 

rest of the population and show, if only implicitly, a sense of solidarity, directed towards 

preserving their culture, traditions, religion or language.”35 The overall reluctance to define 

“minority” or “national minority” is partly deliberate, and dates back to the League of Nations. 

The League of Nations created the first minority treaties in the 1920s to address the changes in 

the geopolitical map after World War I. Despite advocating for equal treatment of people within 

each state regardless of their backgrounds, the League of Nations’ minority system was not 

effective. The lack of a general system of handling minority issues had led to a situation where 

Nazi Germany virtually hijacked the League of Nations to pursue its own ruthless minority 

agenda on Sudeten Germans. As a consequence, after World War II it was seen for the best if 

 

32 Willis, Jeffrey. Breaking the paradigm (s): A review of the three waves of international relations small 

state literature. 2021. Pp. 23. 
33 Jutila, 2011. Pp. 102, 139-140. 
34 Ibid. Pp. 54-55, 82, 115-121. 
35  Capotorti, Francesco. Study on the Rights of Persons Belonging to Ethnic, Religious and Linguistic 

Minorities. United Nations, New York. 1979. Paragraph 568. 
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minority issues were handled bilaterally and that they would not concern each and every state, 

because the UN was reluctant to allow any party to instrumentalise any minority questions for 

malicious purposes. Therefore, the UN addresses minority issues through the concept of human 

rights. 36 

The United Nations was founded after World War II on the ruins of League of Nations. The 

aim of the UN is to maintain international peace and security, and to prevent anything as 

devastating as the two world wars from happening again – much like was the aim of the League 

of Nations despite its failure. To learn from the mistakes of the past, the UN, in addition to 

peace endorsement, promotes peoples economic and social advancement, as they were 

univocally seen as one of the causes which led to the economic recessions in Central Europe 

and the consequent rise of extreme nationalism.37 

The UN consists of six organs, which are the General Assembly, Security Council, Economic 

and Social Council, Trusteeship Council (until 1994), International Court of Justice, and the 

Secretariat. The General Assembly (UNGA) is arguably the most important organ of them all: 

it gathers together all the member-states to vote on the subject to be addressed. Regardless of 

size and power, each state has one vote to cast.38 

One of the core documents of the UN is the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR). 

Because the League of Nations’ minority system was used for nefarious purposes by Nazi 

Germany, the UN had refrained from issuing agendas titles related to “minorities”, and instead 

addressed them through the concept of human rights. During the correspondence period from 

1993 to 1996, there was only one topic bearing the word “minority”. In comparison, there were 

37 topics in the 48th UNGA session including words “human rights”.39 Hence, Estonia and 

Russia had to address the question of Russian speaking populations’ citizenship rights 

according to the speech conventions of the UN. 

 

36 Fink, Carole. Minority rights as an international question. Contemporary European History 9 (3), 2000. 

Pp. 385–400. 
37 Hanhimäki, Jussi M. The United Nations: A very short introduction. Oxford University Press, 2015. Pp. 

15-17. 
38 Ibid. Pp. 27-28, 33. 
39 Resolutions and Decisions adopted by the General Assembly during its 48th session: GAOR, 48th session, 

Supplement No. 49. <https://research.un.org/en/docs/ga/quick/regular/48> [Accessed 7 May 2022] 
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The UN documents that do take a direct stance on minorities are the 1966 International 

Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR)40, the 1985 UN Declaration on the Human 

Rights of Individuals who are not Nationals of the Country in which They Live41, that implicitly 

refers to minorities by the term “alien”, and the 1992 Declaration on the Rights of Persons 

Belonging to National or Ethnic, Religious and Linguistic Minorities 42 , which is also a 

declaration and not a legally binding covenant. Declaration represents the opinion of the 

organisation, while covenant is binding the states that have ratified it by accepting the 

obligations in the covenant. Legislative wise, there is no difference between treaty, convention, 

and covenant.43 The ICCPR states in Article 27 that if a minority exists within a state, they 

cannot be denied their right to their culture, religion, and/or language. The 1985 declaration 

states that “aliens” shall enjoy equal judicial, social, and political treatment in addition to the 

fundamental freedoms. The 1992 declaration’s heading per se divides minorities to belonging 

to either national or ethnic, language, and religious minorities, following the example of 

ICCPR’s Article 27. The declaration balances with its wording to not stir controversies and 

abstains from defining “national minorities”. Despite this, the declaration grants all rights to 

both national and ethnic, language, and religious minorities. The main difference to the ICCPR 

and 1985 declaration is that in 1992, the UN advocated for the states to cooperate with 

minorities in order to promote mutual understanding and confidence.44 

Organisation for Security and Co-operation in Europe can be seen to pioneer minority questions. 

The organisation was initially founded as “the Conference on Security and Co-operation in 

Europe” (CSCE) in 1975 during a period of rapprochement in the Cold War. The founding 

paper of the organisation from 1975, the Final Act of Helsinki, mentions both human rights 

and national minorities, and interprets them in the same fashion as the UN, i.e., emphasising 

 

40 United Nations Human Rights : Office of the High Commissioner, International Covenant on Civil and 
Political Rights. 16 December 1966. Article 27. 
41 United Nations General Assembly Resolution, Declaration on the Human Rights of Individuals Who Are 
Not Nationals of the Country in Which They Live. 40/133, 13 December 1985. 
42 United Nations Human Rights : Office of the High Commissioner, Declaration on the Rights of Persons 

Belonging to National or Ethnic, Religious and Linguistic Minorities. 47/135, 18 December 1992. 
43 United Nations Human Rights : Office of the High Commissioner, Glossary of technical terms related to 

the treaty bodies. <https://www.ohchr.org/en/treaty-bodies/glossary-technical-terms-related-treaty-

bodies#declaration> [Accessed 10 May 2022] 
44 Ibid. Article 5, 6. 
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each and everyone’s human rights, fundamental freedoms, and equality in the eyes of law.45 

The human rights and fundamental freedoms refer to “freedom of thought, conscience, religion, 

or belief, for all without distinction to race, sex, language, or religion”, and it is for the member-

states to grant these rights to minorities. 

As with human rights, the minority rights are also kept vague to leave room for states to 

interpret them. It was only in CSCE’s Copenhagen Meeting in June 1990 when the organisation 

started to issue detailed instruction on how to promote the national minority rights, emphasising 

the right of language, education, and political participation.46 CSCE also stated that minority 

rights were not exclusively a question of a state’s internal politics.  

The term “national minority” is, according to the Office of the United Nations High 

Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR), generally understood to “mean a non-dominant 

population that is a numerical minority within a State, but that shares the same 

nationality/ethnicity as the population constituting a numerical majority in another, often 

neighbouring or “kin”, State”.47 While states can define minority group(s) living within the 

state, it is up to individual if they feel that they belong to minority. The OHCHR emphasises 

that an individual’s self-identification is the cornerstone of minority rights. 

CSCE restructured its goals to reflect the new challenges in the post-Cold War era in in the 

Paris Meeting in 19th to 21st November 1990.48 To finalise the new direction of the organisation, 

the CSCE changed its name to Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe on 1 

January 1995.49 CSCE and OSCE are the same organisation – the name reflects the pre- and 

post-1995 periods. The new challenges in the post-Cold War era included the rise of the CEEC 

and to the de-escalation of the potential tensions that could have erupted when a plethora of 

Soviet-era settlers found themselves residing in new states not native to them. These people 

formed new national minorities in post-Soviet space. The CSCE’s interpretation on CEEC’s 

 

45 Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe (CSCE), Final Act. Helsinki, 1975. Pp. 6-7. 
46 Jutila, 2011. Pp. 88-89. 
47 Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights, Pamphlet No. 9 : High Commissioner 
on National Minorities of the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe. Pp. 5. 
48 Ibid. Pp. 85-93. 
49 Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe, Budapest Document 1994 : Towards a Genuine 

Partnership in a New Era. 21 December 1994. Pp. 1. 
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national minority issues was that they all possessed an element of ethnic conflict.50 Hence, 

CSCE established the position of High Commissioner on National Minorities (HCNM) as to 

prevent conflicts involving national minorities in the earliest possible moment. At the same 

time with HCNM, CSCE also founded the Office for Democratic Institutions and Human 

Rights (ODIHR). 

The HCNM performs their mediator role through observation, negotiation, and 

recommendation. 51  They are able to issue detailed recommendations on national minority 

questions because they are political and not legislatively binding. The HCNM is the only 

instrument in international organisations, which specifically deals with national minorities. 

Jutila argues that the HCNM is the most effective tool in OSCE’s repertoire for tackling 

minority issues alongside its function as a forum of discussion on minority issues and 

normative commitments.52 As for state structure, CSCE and OSCE consist mainly of ex-Soviet 

Republics, NATO members, and European states. In contrast, virtually all states hold either a 

full-member or observant status in the UN, which makes the OSCE more agile to address 

national minority questions due to their restricted geopolitical area. As with OHCHR, HCNM 

also abstains from defining national minorities, but has elaborated that “the existence of a 

minority is a question of fact and not definition” and that it was up to the individual to decide 

whether they belonged to a national minority.53 

The OSCE and the UN have had official cooperation since 1993, when the UN granted an 

observer status to CSCE.54 OSCE recognises the UN Security Council’s primary status as 

maintaining international peace and security. In addition, OSCE has official cooperation with 

CoE. OSCE and CoE have hold annual tripartite meetings since 1993 with the UN organs 

located in Geneva and related to the OSCE’s and CoE’s work, such as the United Nations High 

Commissioner on Refugees. On minority questions, OSCE and CoE focus on national 

minorities in a limited geopolitical space. On the other hand, the UN focuses on ethnic, 

 

50 Galbreath, David J. The organization for security and co-operation in Europe (OSCE). Routledge, 2007. 

Pp. 50-52. 
51 Ibid. Pp. 50. 
52 Jutila, 2011. Pp. 92. 
53 Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe, CSCE Human Dimension Seminar on “Case Studies 
on National Minority Issues: Positive Results”. 24 May 1993. Pp. 1-2. 
54 Galbreath, 2007. Pp. 126-127. 
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religious, and language minorities globally.55 The discussion over Estonian citizenship was part 

of a wider institutional change in minority issues in the post-Cold War era. The rights of 

minorities changed from non-discrimination to minorities right of self-identification and to 

active protection. For instance, the HCNM position was found to keep an eye over the potential 

interethnic tensions in the CEEC. 

In contrast to the CSCE/OSCE, in the UN and CoE, treaties become binding when a state signs 

and ratifies a treaty.56 Because Estonia has not signed, for instance, the European Charter for 

Regional or Minority Languages, its contents do not bind it.57 OSCE and EU do not have an 

official declaration of cooperation, even though their interests overlap.58 

In a similar manner to the UN, CoE abstained from taking a direct stance on minority rights, 

but instead focused on the human rights side of the question. When the Soviet Union collapsed, 

its core document was the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental 

Freedoms (known as the European Convention on Human Rights, ECHR). The ECHR grants 

the right of non-discrimination on virtually any grounds, but this right is applicable only to the 

contents of the documents, and does not mention the social, economic, or political, right to 

non-discrimination. Yet the ECHR’s main difference with the UDHR, is that it reflects the 

changing values of society and time by amending itself reciprocally with the European Court 

of Human Right’s case law results. The CoE’s more detailed “the Framework Convention for 

the Protection of National Minorities” entered into force only in 1998. To avoid anachronistic 

conclusions, only the treaties which were in force during the period when the Estonian 

citizenship question was discussed in the UN and OSCE, from 1993 to 1997, will be used in 

forthcoming correspondence analysis. 

As CoE, EU also mentions that no one shall be discriminated based on their “sex, racial or 

ethnic origin, religion or belief, disability, age or sexual orientation”.59 In the beginning of the 

 

55 Eide, Asbjørn (UN Commission on Human Rights). Possible Ways and Means of Facilitating the Peaceful 
and Constructive Solution of Problems Involving Minorities: Report. Addendum 4: Recommendations. 

E/CN.4/Sub.2/1993/34/Add.4. 11 August 1993. Para. 30–55. 
56 Jutila, 2011. Pp. 93-95. 
57  Chart of signatures and ratifications of Treaty 148. <https://www.coe.int/en/web/conventions/full-

list?module=signatures-by-treaty&treatynum=148> [Accessed on 8 May 2022] 
58 Jutila, 2011. Pp. 132.; Galbreath, 2007. Pp. 93. 
59 Jutila, 2011. Pp. 102-103. 
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1990s, the EU did not have internal legislation, even though it gave minority policy 

requirements to CEEC’s upon accession to the union. For instance, Latvia was forced to abolish 

its “window system”, i.e., dividing people to annual quotas for naturalisation, before attempting 

to join the EU. 

 

1.3 Previous research on Estonia’s citizenship question 

As the general historical background shows, the situation in Estonia and Latvia was potentially 

flammable. While on the surface it would seem logical that every state has the right to decide 

who are and who are not the members of the state, in reality, the question is a lot more nuanced. 

Legislative wise, states have to consider the explicit transnational conventions on nationality 

and statelessness, but also the implicit requirements. In addition, the human rights notion of 

nationalities also includes the emotional attachment of the people to the place they reside, 

something that cannot be written to a law. If a state’s independence was preceded by years of 

heavy intrastate migration, as in the case with Estonia and Latvia, requiring a historic link to a, 

at the time, non-existing state by all the migrants who did not know that they had moved to, 

and, as a consequence, depriving the right to citizenship in a situation when people did not 

know that they were migrating to a foreign state is difficult to justify. In the Soviet era settlers’ 

knowledge, they were only migrating from one republic to another. In this situation, the 

political limbo where the people ended up in is sure to attain international notion, even if it is 

judicially waterproof. In such a scenario, the newly emerged state’s decision on distributing 

citizenship will be contested by the international forum and, in all possibility, by other states. 

Then, it is the international auditorium who judges whether the newly emerged state was right 

or not in restricting citizenship to some of the residents. 

Magrit Sarv’s thorough study on High Commissioner on National Minorities’ (HCNM) 

correspondence with Estonia from 1991 to 1998, including a brief history of Estonia’s and 

Russia’s pre-independence history.60 HCNM position was established under OSCE in 1993 to 

extinguish potential conflicts in the early stages involving national minorities within the OSCE 

 

60 Sarv, 2002. 
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area.61 Sarv argues that Estonia’s secession from the Soviet Union led to instant radicalisation 

in Estonia-Russia. The radicalisation is manifested through Estonia’s post-independence 

citizenship law from 1992 and the Law on Aliens from 1993, which affected almost the whole 

Estonian Russian speaking population. In addition, Sarv argues that by denying people 

citizenship and disenfranchising them Estonia effectively imported ethnic dimensions to its 

democracy. 

Hence, when the contents of the new citizenship act of 1992 came to light, Russian Federation 

reacted fiercely on the abrupt change in Estonian-Russian relationships. Yeltsin’s initial show 

of solidarity and empathy towards Estonian and Latvian independence endeavours turned into 

scepticism. The arisen scepticism per se reflected the overall paradigm shift in Russia’s foreign 

policy ending the brief liberal period. 62  Towards Estonia, two issues fed the distrust in 

developing a mutual peaceful relationship: the citizenship question, which broke their 

respective Basic Relations Treaty and affected Russian speaking people, and the dispute on 

withdrawing Soviet, now Russian, troops from Estonia. 63  Howbeit, only the citizenship 

question received prolonged discussion, because Russia showed willingness to withdraw its 

troops. 

Sarv builds a narrative that it was the HCNM policy recommendations which de-escalated the 

potentially anytime eruptive violent situation in Estonia. Hanne-Margret Birckenbach comes 

to the same conclusion but from the point of view preventive diplomacy. 64  Preventive 

diplomacy refers to an idea, where peaceful resolution are sought in (potentially) violent 

conflicts. According to Birckenbach, conflicts are resolved with the help of independent, UN 

conducted, fact-finding missions, whose purpose is to function as dialogue-encouraging peace 

mediators. The premise is that all parties accept that the information provided by the fact-

finding mission is uncorrupted and trustworthy.  In total, 24 missions were sent to both Estonia 

and Latvia, of which none found any direct human rights violation in neither country.65  

 

61 Ibid. Pp. 8-9, 25-26, 39-40, 46-47. Ibid. Pp. 8-9, 25-26, 39-40, 46-47.; Jutila, 2001. Pp. 90. 
62 van Elsuwege, 2008. Pp. 190-191. 
63 Ibid. Pp. 27. 
64  Birckenbach, Hanne-Margret. Preventive Diplomacy through Fact-Finding: How International 
Organisations Review the Conflict over Citizenship in Estonia and Latvia. Lit, 1997. 
65 Ibid. Pp. 35. 
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Birckenbach’s conclusion is that the fact-finding missions were successful because the 

interethnic tensions were de-escalated. Of the missions studied by Birckenbach, I will introduce 

the two most important ones, which were made before the issue was addressed by the United 

Nations General Assembly (UNGA). The first report over human rights issues in Estonia and 

Latvia, commenced by CoE, was published as early as of 17 December 1991, four months after 

Estonia’s independence was sealed.66 Whilst studying whether Estonia fulfilled the general 

criteria of accension to CoE, the document was also the first study on the citizenship issue by 

a third party, i.e., not Estonia nor Russia.  The report was followed by a fact-finding mission, 

on 3rd to 7th of February 1992, to both Estonia and Latvia.67 Estonia and Latvia were combined, 

because their decision-making on nationality shared same characteristics, i.e., denial of 

citizenship from the Russian speaking population.  

Both of the missions approached the citizenship question by analysing it through the lens of 

general development of democracy and how disenfranchising vast number of people would 

affect the nation-building process in both states, but also maintaining that the Soviet-era 

decreased dramatically the size of the “core” ethnic population in comparison to other ethnic 

groups68. The conclusion was that because Estonia’s and Latvia’s situations were unique, i.e., 

the native ethnic people made just a slight majority in the newly independent states, citizenships 

were not stripped on ethnical grounds but by reverting to a past legislation, and that no 

international human rights convention recognises a right to a certain citizenship, Estonia and 

Latvia did not infringe human rights. 69  In addition, the Estonian and Latvian citizenship 

questions were unique in the eyes of international law, because no precedent case existed.70 

 

66 Pekkanen, Raimo and Danelius, Hans. Report on Human Rights in the Republic of Estonia : asked by the 
Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe Ad Hoc Committee on Relations with Eastern Europe. 17 

December 1997. Pp. 139-160. In In Birckenbach, Hanne-Margret. Preventive Diplomacy through Fact-

Finding: How International Organisations Review the Conflict over Citizenship in Estonia and Latvia. Lit, 

1997. 
67 Eide, Asbjørn. Human rights aspects of the citizneship issues in Estonia and Latvia: based on available 
material and visit 3-7 February 1992: at the request of the European Bank for Reconstruction and 

development. 1992. Pp. 96-116. In Birckenbach, Hanne-Margret. Preventive Diplomacy through Fact-

Finding: How International Organisations Review the Conflict over Citizenship in Estonia and Latvia. Lit, 

1997. 
68 See: Footnote 25. 
69 Pekkanen and Danelius, 1991. Pp. 147-148. 
70 Eide, 1992. Pp. 111. 
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These two reports preceded and set the footing for different studies on the situation before the 

topic was eventually raised in the UN. 

The problems related to Estonian and Latvian citizenship questions were generally known, and 

the mediation project had begun to resolve the tensions even before the situation was 

acknowledged on United Nation General Assembly’s (UNGA) 89th plenary meeting71 on 16th 

December 1992.72 Here, UNGA acknowledged that the problems related to a large Russian 

speaking population in Estonia and Latvia existed and the respective states should resolve the 

situation bilaterally. The issue would be followed to the UNGA forty-eight session under the 

title “Situation of Human Rights in Estonia and Latvia”. The resolution set future precedents 

for the issue. Especially noteworthy is, besides that the issue was acknowledged by the UN, 

that the Estonian and Latvian citizenship questions were entitled. Thus, it was also uplifted to 

receive the same level of priority as other ongoing issues, such as South African apartheid 

question and Yugoslavian civil war.73 The UN, thus, demonstrated that the question was taken 

seriously. 

Despite the UNGA resolution, the first preliminary decision on the Baltic states’ citizenship 

issues was given on 26 January 1993 – a month after UNGA issued its statement.74 The decision 

was not specifically on the citizenship question, but on the guarantees that EU would give to 

European Investment Bank if it would give a loan to the Baltic States for transitioning from 

centrally-planned to market economies. The decision required taking a stance on the human 

rights situation in the states. Backing its opinion with international standards and the European 

Convention of Human Rights, European Parliament concluded that none of the Baltic States 

had violated human rights, because citizenship was not a fundamental right, and every state 

 

71 Plenary meeting refers to an opening or closing of a conference where all decisions are taken. See: UN 

Model United Nations, Plenary vs Committee Meetings. <https://www.un.org/en/model-united-

nations/plenary-vs-committee-meetings> [Accessed 4 May 2022] 
72 UN General Assembly, Resolution adopted by the General Assembly (on the report of the Third Committee 

(A/47/773)) 47/115.: Situation of human rights in Estonia and Latvia. A/RES/47/115, 26 April 1993. 
73 UN Commission on Human Rights, Summary record of the 12th meeting. E/CN.4/1993/SR.12, 6 July 1993. 

In the document, only the UK and Russia mentioned other human rights issues besides the South African 

and Yugoslavian. 
74 Tomlinson, J. Report of the Committee on Budgets on the Commission proposal for a Council decision 

extending a Community guarantee to the European Investment Bank in case of losses on loans in Estonia, 
Latvia and Lithuania (COM(92) 401 final - C3-0464/92). Session Documents 1993, Document A3-0010/93. 

26 January 1993. Pp. 7-9. 
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had the right to set laws governing citizenship. The European Parliament did not take a stance 

on the consequences of rendering individuals stateless nor whether the people implicitly 

referred to qualified for any other citizenship besides of Estonian and Latvian. 

Nonetheless, this did not mean that the decision was final, because Russia was not an EU 

member. Preceding the 48th UNGA meeting, Russia issued a note verbale on 15 February 

1993.75 The note verbale, which falls in the UN hierarchy under a letter76, establishes key 

definitions on certain concepts on Russia’s behalf and shows its initial approach to the question. 

Albeit vague, Russia defines the Russian speaking population to “cover a somewhat wider 

range of people than those counted as Russian on the basis of ethnic origin criteria.”77 This 

definition reflects Russian domestic policies, where people with different ethnicities in the 

USSR passports, e.g., Ukrainians, Byelorussians, and Tatars, were given equal position in the 

society vis-à-vis Russians, if they shared the mother tongue. This paradigm would also include 

all Russian speaking people in Estonia and Latvia, regardless of their self-identification.78 

Through the forthcoming discussion over the Estonian decision on citizenship, Russia paved 

the road for its future policies on Russian diasporas. The contemporary compatriot policy, an 

eminent part of Russia’s strategic culture, for instance, was coined in the beginning of 1990s.79 

Compatriot policy refers to the claiming of Russian speaking population all around the world 

and unifying them under the concept of Russki Mir, which consists of three pillars: Russian 

language; victory over Nazi Germany; and Russian Orthodox Church. This policy’s roots lay 

in Kozyrev’s doctrine, named after then Russia’s foreign minister. 80 Through the doctrine, 

Russia enthroned itself as the guardian of near-abroad Russian speakers and claimed that ex-

Soviet Republics were Russia’s exclusive political and economic zone of interest. If necessary, 

Russia would defend the territories. By claiming the zone of interest, Russia simultaneously 

tried to reclaim its position as a big and influential state, whose national interests were not 

 

75 UN Commission on Human Rights, E/CN.4/1993/93. 15 February 1993. 
76 United Nations. Correspondence Manual. ST/DCS/4/Rev.1. United Nation Publication, 2000. Pp. 19-21. 
77 Ibid. Pp. 2. 
78 Miklóssy, Katalin, and Smith, Hanna (ed.). Strategic Culture in Russia’s Neighborhood: Change and 

Continuity in an in-Between Space. Lexington books, 2019. Pp. 13. 
79 Kallas, Kristina. Claiming the Diaspora: Russia’s Compatriot Policy and Its Reception by Estonian-
Russian Population. Journal on Ethnopolitics and Minority Issues in Europe JEMIE, vol. 15, no. 3, European 

Centre for Minority Issues (ECMI), 2016. Pp. 1–25. Pp. 4-9. 
80 Litera, Bohuslav. The Kozyrev Doctrine - a Russian Variation on the Monroe Doctrine. Perspectives, no. 

4, Institute of International Relations, NGO, 1994. Pp. 45–52. 
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restricted to its borders. As an attempt to show the international audience that it had overcome 

the dissolution of the Soviet Union and regained its strength. The self-proclaimed kinship to 

the Russian speaking people and the self-asserted image of dominance created the framework 

through which Russia contested the citizenship and non-citizen legislations. 

Yet, claiming the Russians in Estonia was not possible by declaration. They were not a 

homogenous people, as studied by Triin Vihalemm. 81  Although they were geographically 

concentrated to Tallinn and urban areas of Estonia’s Northeast, the people had migrated to 

Estonia from various places and had various backgrounds. Even language, which is seen as the 

most important factor in one’s identity according to Vihalemm, does not create an identity. 

Thus, Vihalemm sets up an interesting argument: whilst Russia inherited the Soviet Union as 

a political unit, the Soviet identity became extinct after the dissolution of the state. Thus, 

Russophones in Estonia were inadvertently enforced to coin a new identity, which was linked 

to the land they were living in; hence, the Estonian-Russian identity came to existence, 

separated from Russian-Russians. According to Vihalemm, it is this attachment which, in spite 

of people becoming stateless, persuaded people to integrate to Estonian society. 

Despite this, Russia envisioned that if the citizenship issue would not be solved, it would not 

affect only Estonian-Russian bilateral relations, but also Russia’s domestic political stability.82 

Furthermore, it feared that failure to settle the dispute would stir up chauvinistic and 

nationalistic forces in the Baltic region as a whole, including Russia.83 This statement was 

further elaborated on a week later on 23 February 1993 in Commission on Human Rights 

meeting, where Russia said that “influential groups” were ready to resolve the issue by violent 

means, and which could “yield as unfortunate tragic results as elsewhere in the world”. 84 Russia 

is purposefully vague, because it is not referring to a particular situation in the world. 

 

81 Vihalemm, Triin. Formation of Collective Identity Among Russophone Population of Estonia. Tartu 

University Press, 1999a. Pp. 11, 15. 
82 UN Commission on Human Rights, E/CN.4/1993/93. 15 February 1993. Pp. 2. 
83 Ibid. Pp. 9. 
84  UN Commission on Human Rights, Summary record of the 23rd meeting (First Part*). 

E/CN.4/1993/SR.23, 16 February 1993. Pp. 10. 
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Russia initially accepted the fact that Estonia was annexed 85, understood that the tenet of 

Estonia’s (and Latvia’s) legislation was to decolonise, and admitted that the Russian language 

was used as a tool by the Soviet regime to the detriment of the languages and cultures of other 

peoples.86 Nonetheless, the consequences of the past should not be avenged on non-citizens, 

because they too should be viewed as victims of the same system as Estonia.87 

 

1.4 Sources and research question 

This thesis studies Estonian speech-acts in the UN from 1993 to 1996, and in OSCE from 1993 

to 1997. In the UN, Estonia correspondents with Russia, and in OSCE with HCNM. These two 

sources were specifically chosen because they show the interactive nature of the Estonian 

citizenship question discussion. In addition, the UN and OSCE documents occasionally cross-

comment each other, signifying their interrelation.  

The analysed documents were gathered from the UN and OSCE digital archives, which are 

open to the public. The Organisation for Security and Co-operation in Europe was called until 

1995 the Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe. Because the organisations are 

the same, despite the name, and the archive is managed by OSCE, I will refer to the sources as 

“OSCE correspondence”. 

The documents in the UN are not named as correspondence but letters addressed to Secretary-

General. Nevertheless, many letters are conducted as responses to other letters, which make 

the nature of the exchange of letters a “correspondence”. On the other hand, the OSCE naming 

convention refers to the letters exchanged between HCNM and Estonian representatives solely 

as correspondences, even if only one letter was sent in a certain period of time. Hence, the 

documents in both sources are referred to as “correspondence”. 

 

85 Quotation: “Their entry into the USSR came about as a result of a military threat, of outside pressure, i.e., 

under duress. The legal formalization of their entry can be regarded as an act of annexation in the broadest 

modern sense of this term.” [Emphasis added] 
86 UN Commission on Human Rights, E/CN.4/1993/93. 15 February 1993. Pp. 6. 
87  UN Commission on Human Rights, Summary record of the 23rd meeting (First Part*). 

E/CN.4/1993/SR.23, 16 February 1993. Pp. 10. 
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The UN archive adds to its documents include a date when they were sent and a date when they 

were published with a reference code. For example:  

UN General Assembly, SITUATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS IN ESTONIA AND LATVIA : Letter 

dated 11 June 1993 from the Permanent Representative of the Russian Federation to the United 

Nations addressed to the Secretary-General. A/48/208, 14 June 1993.  

Here, Russia addressed a letter to the Secretary-General on 11 June 1993, but it was made 

public on 14 June 1993 under code A/48/208. Sometimes, but not always, the letters are sent 

and published on the same date. In the code, A refers to the UNGA, the 48 to the respective 

session, and the 208 to the sequence number the letter received vis-à-vis other documents sent 

to the 48th UNGA session. In marking the documents, I will add both the code and the date the 

document was made public in addition with marking which party sent it (in this example, it 

would be (Russia), A/48/208. 14 June 1993).  

The OSCE has a similar coding system. Despite this, the coding system is inconsistent: 

sometimes it refers to single letters within correspondences, sometimes the whole 

correspondence is given a single code, and sometimes they do not have any reference codes. 

The correspondence themselves are published as a bundle, including various number of letters, 

and can be found by searching the date they were published. To avoid confusion, I will refer to 

the correspondence as they are found in the OSCE online archive and add a reference code 

whenever possible. In addition, I will write, just like in the UN context, who sent the particular 

letter in brackets to help the reader. If the date of a letter differs in the correspondence differs 

from the day it was published, I will also the sending date in brackets. Thus, for example, 

“OSCE (Estonia), [4 April 1994] 9 March 1994. Pp. 5-6.” Refers to some correspondence, 

which began on 9 March 1994, and to which Estonia issued a reply on 4 April 1994. 

To maintain that the search results were interrelated and that they could be analysed, same 

keywords were used for both archives: “Estonia”, “non-citizens”, and “human rights”. These 

words created the semantic field for the study. The key word “Estonia” was used to divide the 

search results from Latvian citizenship issue, happening at the same time; “non-citizens” to 

separate the letters which discussed the newly stateless Soviet-era settlers from documents 

discussing migrants in Estonia in general; and “human rights” because of the topic names 

issued to the question but also because throughout the UN correspondence Russia accused 
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Estonia of human rights infringements. In OSCE, on the other hand, HCNM discussed the non-

citizens rights from the human rights perspective. 

The keywords which were essentially chosen offered the most unbiased search results. Other 

viable keywords could have been “minority”, “language”, and “education, because they 

appeared frequently in the letters. The choice to omit these words comes from the UN archive, 

which restricts the keywords to three. In addition, they were used more frequently by Russia 

than Estonia, which may have resulted in biased results. 

The thesis is periodised from 1993 to 1997, which reflects the scope of the source materials: in 

UN, all documents on the citizenship issue under UNGA were sent between 1993 and 1996, 

and in the OSCE between 1993 and 1997. The research period also corresponds with the 

periodisation used by Sarv.88 Sarv periodised her study to three parts: “the Radicalized Period 

from 1991 to 1994”, “the Stabilization Period from 1995 to 1997”, and to “The Liberalization 

Period since 1998”. Because no relevant cluster of documents have been conducted in the UN 

or OSCE after 1997, Sarv’s last period is out of this thesis’ range. 

The citizenship question did appear in various organs within the UN and OSCE from time to 

time. This required narrowing the organs to those, where the correspondence occurred 

primarily. In the UN, it was correspondence under the United Nations General Session; in 

addition, the source material includes two items of correspondence under the Commission of 

Human Rights and the Economic and Social Council, respectively, because of their great 

importance in further highlighting Russia’s stance on the topic. All the other UN documents 

are mentioned in “secondary sources”. In the OSCE, on the other hand, only letters and 

correspondences between the High Commissioner on National Minorities and Estonian 

officials are used. One separate letter on the issue is mentioned in “secondary sources”. The 

outline of the UN and OSCE organs and organisational hierarchy and the nature of the analysed 

documents will be outlined in more detail in the following empirical chapters. 

In the empirical chapter on the UN correspondence, the analysis is thematised in accordance 

with the UNGA sessions’ topics in chronological order. The online archive of OSCE does not 

 

88 Sarv, 2002. Pp. 9-10. 
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implement a similar naming convention; the thematical-chronological structure of the 

respective chapter is, hence, based on my own analysis.  

The Estonian citizenship question is studied by combining together theoretical and 

methodological frameworks, which cogitate the internal peculiarities that can affect small-

state’s speech-acts and the external factors that influence the speech-acts. The first theoretical 

entity consists of small-state realism and strategic culture. Together, they illuminate the 

motivation stemming from internal factors that weigh in Estonia’s positioning in the diplomatic 

arenas. The tool for methodological text analysis is created by combining Quentin Skinner’s 

speech-act theory, inspired by J.L. Austin, and Chaïm Perelman’s audience centricity, itself 

part of the new rhetoric school of though.89 Both theories consider that speech is inherently 

action, action is politics, and through politics one can change the meaning of concepts that 

describe the surrounding world – if the audience accepts the argumentative logic behind the 

speech-act. This framework will be used to analyse Estonia’s linguistic performances after 

identifying the motivation behind them according to the first theoretical framework. Together, 

these theories create the methodological tool for analysing Estonia’s speech-acts in the UN and 

OSCE. The theoretical frameworks applicability to Estonia will be further elaborated in chapter 

2. 

By studying the sources by the theoretical-methodological framework, the thesis answers to 

the following research questions: 

1. How did Estonia, a newly emerged state, construct and defend its position in the United 

Nations and in Organisation for Security and Co-operation in Europe via speech-acts 

relating to its citizenship and minority policy in the 1990s? 

2. What underlying factors can be found to affect Estonia’s use of language in diplomatic 

arenas in comparison to bigger states? 

 

89 Kurunmäki, 2011. Pp. 142-143. 
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2 MANIFESTING THE MOTIVES: HOW NATIONAL STRATEGIES 

AFFECT DIPLOMATIC SPEECH-ACTS 

In this chapter, I will introduce the inducements that affected Estonia’s speech-acts on 

international forums. To do so, I will map a performative action model. The model consists of 

two parts: first, the internal factors, e.g., ambitions and history, which influenced Estonia’s 

motives behind the speech-acts, and the external restrictions stemming from Estonia’s 

correspondence counterparts, their goals, and the nature of the forum, which affected the 

manifestation of the motives. This framework will function as a tool in analysing the UN and 

OSCE correspondences in chapters 3 and 4. 

 

2.1 Small-state realism 

Realism is not a clearly defined theory, but a hypernym of different theories, which, try to 

explain the behaviour of political actors, i.e., states, in the realm of international relations. 90 In 

the core of the theory is an excruciating pessimism that humans cannot create a world of peace 

and harmony, because they do not view each other as equal individuals but as members of 

groups who manifest the groups’ interests.91 On an archaic level, all groups share the same 

primordial instinct that the only goal in life is to survive, and only the members of one’s own 

group can be trusted to be truly nonhostile against self. Hence, the more “power”, i.e., the 

resource which can be allocated to secure one’s being, is agglomerated the more secure a state 

is in the world of anarchy and disorder. 

The survivalist dogma was forerun by Thomas Hobbes’s theory of natural state.92 The natural 

state is characterised by individualsä “the war of all against all”. Later in history this changed 

to war against groups, when individuals realised that that groups could secure themselves better 

 

90 Knudsen, Olav F. Of Lambs and Lions: Relations Between Great Powers and Their Smaller Neighbors. 

Cooperation and Conflict, 1988. Pp. 114. 
91  Schweller, Randall L. New realist research on alliances: Refining, not refuting, Waltz's balancing 

proposition. American Political Science Review 91.4, 1997. Pp. 927-930. Pp. 927. 
92 Hobbes, Thomas, and Michael Oakeshott [ed.]. Leviathan, Or, the Matter, Forme and Power of a 

Commonwealth Ecclesiasticall and Civil. New York: Simon & Schuster, 1997. Pp. 88. 
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than lone individuals, because they hold more power. Later, these groups evolved into various 

nation-states of various sizes, which then changed the range of reference of the concept “to 

survive”. While keeping the core idea of unstoppable free-for-all violence intact, Kenneth 

Waltz developed Hobbes’s idea of agents securing themselves. 93 Waltz changed the focus from 

an individual to a state. Henceforth, it is the state’s incentive to secure its existence and gather 

enough military capacity and/or economic resources to maintain its independence.94 But the 

arms do not carry themselves; citizens are, in the end, responsible for securing the state from 

external threats, which presupposes that those citizens feel their native state is worth defending. 

Thus, it is in states’ interest to build kinship with their citizens. The reciprocal relationship is 

found when a state grants its citizens rights within the state, but also demands certain duties 

from the citizens, which in the context of realist theory would be to secure the state. 

Small-state realism’s contribution to the realist theory branch is emphasising small-state’s role 

in the international system.95 Olav Knudsen, whose interpretation of small-state realism has 

influenced this thesis the most, develops further the aforementioned world-view-precedents, 

but distances himself from the great-power-centric narrative of classical realism.96 Yet, before 

proceeding, it has to be acknowledged that there is no agreement on what constitutes a small-

state. Jeffrey Willis notes that various researchers start their studies by a long description of 

how they came up to their definition of small states.97 One way to distinguish a small state is to 

compare military powers, e.g., the size of armies, between two states. Other comparable factors 

could be landmass and population. I find it reasonable to conclude that by comparing Estonia 

to Russia, which is the biggest state in land area and had the sixth biggest population in 1994, 

Estonia can unequivocally be considered as a small state.98 

Knudsen acknowledges that not all states have equal “freedom to action” on the international 

stage, because power is unevenly distributed amongst states.99  Knudsen defined power as the 

 

93 Waltz, Kenneth N. Theory of International Politics. 1979. Pp. 91-92. 
94 Willis, 2021. Pp. 23. 
95 Galal, Abdelraouf M. External behavior of small states in light of theories of international relations. 

Review of Economics and Political Science, Vol. 5 No. 1, 2020. (Pp. 38-56.) Pp. 46. 
96 Knudsen, 1988. Pp. 111-122. 
97 Willis, 2021. Pp. 19-21. 
98 United States Census Bureau. World Population Profile: 1994. Report Number WP/94. February 1994. 

Pp. 11. 
99 Knudsen, 1988. Pp. 111, 117. 
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“presumed capacity of a government to act diplomatically or militarily vis-à-vis other states”, 

and how that capacity can be mobilised. Later, Knudsen broadened power’s range of reference 

to include the efficiency of decision-making in internal politics.100 But even power is a relative 

factor until two states are compared to each other, which is inherently different from classic 

realism, where power has an intrinsic value. Fundamentally, it is the relationship of two states 

and their mutual power disparity which divides them into big and small actors in the sphere of 

international relations. Even if variables fluctuate over time, the divisions between states tend 

to stay steadfast. Acknowledgment of the power disparity allows us to understand the 

peculiarities which small states have to take in account versus big states. 

While the power does not have intrinsic value, its relative effect on states’ relationships is the 

most important variable in Knudsen’s theory for analysing international relations. He agrees 

with classical and neorealist paradigms that the more powerful a state is in a material sense, 

the more it can impact the international system.101 Obviously, this system benefits big states 

over small, but it is not as black-and-white as one could initially think. If the premise was true, 

big states would be able to gobble up small states easily, but various cases in history have 

shown how small states were able to defend themselves in a David vs. Goliath manner due to 

the efficiency of mobilising their resources in contingent events which open a window of 

opportunity, notwithstanding the disadvantage in crude power.102 

Essentially, the underlying idea in Knudsen’s theory is that a better resourced state will always 

have an upper hand over a more scarcely resourced state, making their mutual dyadic 

relationships inherently asymmetric.103 But because the relationships are not fixed, Knudsen 

suggests six variables for studying power disparity between states: 

1) the strategic significance of the small state’s geographic location as viewed from one or 

another of the leading great powers;  

2) the degree of tension between the leading great powers;  

3) the phase of the power cycle in which the nearest leading great power finds itself;  

4) the historical record of relations between the small state and the nearest great power; 

 

100 Knudsen, Olav F. Analysing small-state security: the role of external factors. Small states and the security 

challenge in the new Europe, 1996. Pp. 3-20. Pp. 5-6. 
101 Willis, 2021. Pp. 23. 
102 In various sources, Knudsen likes to give Finland and Winter War as an example, when small state was 

able to turn the tables against a bigger state. 
103 Knudsen, 1988. Pp. 11. 
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5) the policy towards the small state of other, rivalling great power(s);  

6) the existence of multilateral frameworks of security cooperation which might be able to 

stabilise power disparity104 

The variables are not fixed in time, yet they still offer a framework to study small-state and 

great power relationship at any given time.105 As for research on Estonia and Russia in the 

1990s, the variables receive clear answers. As for the first variable, Estonia and Russia are 

neighbouring countries, with Narva being only 160 kilometres from Saint-Petersburg. Thus, it 

is not only their general proximity, but how close Estonia is to Russia’s second largest city 

which brings extra emotional stress to their relationship. 

On the second variable, adopting the premise that the Soviet Union and the USA were the great 

powers during the Cold War, Mikhail Gorbachev’s perestroika and glasnost policies abated 

the tensions between the two great powers. When the Soviet Union dissolved, Russia and the 

USA had to readjust their mutual relationship to the new political reality. I argue that although 

the relationship must have been reserved on both sides, they were not strained but curious for 

what the future after 1991 would bring.106 The same historical situation also gives an answer to 

the fifth variable: the USA was so focused on the Soviet Union during the Cold War that it did 

not have a major interest in Estonian Soviet Socialist Republic (ESSR) before it regained 

independence. Estonia’s smallness is especially highlighted by the fact that its population was 

the smallest of all Soviet republics and the territory third smallest.107 

Finding results for the third, fourth and sixth variables offer the most intriguing contents for 

understanding how the power disparity affects a newly emerged state where state institutions 

are only starting to root. The “historical record” and “multilateral security organisations” also 

play a key part in formulating a state’s strategic culture, which will be discussed further in the 

next subchapter. But the third variable, power cycle, is the most important in analysing the 

 

104 Knudsen, 1996. Pp. 9. 
105 Ibid. Pp. 16. 
106 I assume this was the situation in 1991. Obviously, this was not the outcome. Knudsen (1996, Pp. 17) 

marks that in 1996 the trust to Russian government might have been at the lowest point of the century. 
107 Центр. стат. упр. при Совете Министров СССР. - М., 1960–1991. СССР в цифрах в 1989–1990 году : 
краткий статистический сборник, 1990. Pp. 4, 36. <http://elib.shpl.ru/ru/nodes/23887-v-1989-godu-

1990> [Accessed 7 May 2022] 
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level of tension in small-state realism’s framework at a given time.108 It explains different stages 

of a great power’s extroversion in their foreign policy.109 The extroversion is cyclical and 

reflects the domestic stability and how much resources a state can mobilise on influencing 

neighbouring states and how far apart. The power cycle is the following: internal growth, 

external expansion, overextension, subsequent decline. 

Internal growth creates domestic stability and unity. 110 During this phase, political structures 

are stabilised, and resources, crude but also immaterial, can be allocated to other nation-

building projects. This phase is followed by external expansion, i.e., outstretching the big 

state’s umbrella of influence on top of neighbouring states. Expansion to neighbour’s 

neighbours requires even more resources and is called overextension. During this stage, 

tensions rise internationally, because it is in the interest of big states to maintain the global 

power equilibrium and keep the established influence zones intact.111 Then, overextension leads 

to the final stage: subsequent decline. 

Great powers do not disappear, but are followed by new political structures, which inherit some 

parts of their old resources with the help of other main global actors. This is in the interest of 

all global actors because it prevents the state remnants from going to the hands of the 

unknown.112 Hence, the Russian Federation inherited (only) RSFSR territory and the Soviet 

Union’s state infrastructure after it was dissolved, but not the socialist republics, explaining 

why and how Estonia was able to secede in 1991. The window of action opened briefly, when 

the Soviet Union entered the in-between-phase of subsequent decline and the inward internal 

growth. 

After becoming independent, the states subsequently become responsible for maintaining their 

security. But, as stated, small-state’s resources are limited. Thus, they are forced to seek 

alliance. Security’s Janus-faced counterpart is political subordination: the more security a small 

state is willing to take, the more political autonomy it loses.113 Notwithstanding voluntary loss 

 

108 Knudsen, 1996. Pp. 17.; Knudsen, Olav F. Small states, latent and extant: Towards a general perspective. 

Journal of international relations and development 5.2, 2002. (Pp. 182-198.) Pp. 192. 
109 Knudsen, 1988. Pp. 15. 
110 Ibid.; See also Knudsen, 1996. Pp. 13-14. 
111 Waltz, 1979. Pp. 117. 
112 Ibid. Pp. 165. 
113 Knudsen, 1988. Pp. 6.  
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of political self-rule, Abdelraouf Mostafa Galal has stated that, in accordance with the realist 

framework, it’s a necessary evil for small state to become a satellite state.114 Keeping this in 

mind, it is, thus, in the best interest of a small state to be able to choose voluntarily, whose 

satellite they ought to become. The opportunity to choose one’s allegiance opens seldomly and 

is completely reliant on the inner politics of big states.115 

The fourth and sixth variables, i.e., the history of bilateral relationship between small and big 

states, and the existence of multilateral military alliances, both affect from where the alliance 

is sought from. The period of Soviet occupation left its mark on Estonia’s identity for good. 

Thus, bandwagoning with Russia was never an option, because it would have meant mentally 

returning to the Soviet era and under Russia’s sphere of influence.116 Instead, Estonia steered 

its policies step-by-step to the political West with a goal to join EU and NATO.117 As a “net 

importer of security”, a concept coined by Knudsen meaning that a small-state takes more 

security than gives, the membership of the mentioned organisations will then steer Estonia’s 

policy more.118 But because those institutions are democratic in nature, the membership reflects 

Estonia’s new political discourse. 

 

2.2 Strategic culture 

As theories, small-state realism, and strategic culture share certain similarities: for instance, the 

fourth and sixth of the above-mentioned Knudsen’s variables could also be used in studying a 

state’s strategic culture. Despite this, they are fundamentally different: small-state realism gives 

a general framework for studying the relationship of any small and big state, whereas strategic 

culture gives a contextual framework to studying what aspects in a state’s history and culture 

 

114 Galal, 2020. Pp. 39 
115 Waltz, 1979. Pp. 72, 94. 
116  Giorgi Gvalia et. Al have written an interesting chapter on possible consequences of Georgia’s 

bandwagoning with Russia. See: Pp. 110-118, in Giorgi Gvalia et. Al have written an interesting chapter on 

possible consequences of Georgia’s bandwagoning with Russia. See: Pp. 110-118, in Gvalia, Giorgi, et al. 

Thinking outside the bloc: explaining the foreign policies of small states. Security Studies 22.1, 2013. 
117 Atmante, Kristīne, Riina Kaljurand, and Tomas Jermalavičius. Strategic Cultures of the Baltic States. In 

Strategic culture in Russia’s neighborhood: Change and continuity in an in-between space, 2019 (Pp.53- 82). 

Pp. 53-54.; Knudsen, 1988. Pp. 20. 
118 Knudsen, 2002. Pp. 189. 
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influence its short, i.e., strategic behaviour, and long, i.e., strategic policy, period actions.119 In 

addition, the framework is based on the idea that it is not power per se against which states 

balance, but threats.120 The pre-emptive policy to dodge threats answers to the question why a 

state behaves in a certain way.121 According to Bloomfield, strategic culture scholars oppose 

“rationalist-materialist-universalist” theories, but I argue that combining these two theories 

benefit each other by offering more tools to create a detailed performative action model to 

study a small-state’s agency in transnational diplomatic arenas. 

The starting point in studying strategic culture is that every state has a unique cultural 

background which influences both the state actions and the political thinking of its elites.122 

Even though culture is buoyant and adjusts to the contemporaneous time, the core cultural 

elements in interstate relations stay relatively stable. Various scholars define differently the 

cluster of factors that affect a state’s strategic culture to serve the purpose of their studies. 

Comparing a few sources, the most frequently occurring factors are the following: geography123, 

history, international relationships (including military alliances), and political system.124 In 

addition, I will add that nationalism and national identity affects the state’s self-portrayal and, 

thus, its ambitions on the international stage. 

Geography and history leave a mark on a state’s strategic culture. Atmante et al. have 

periodised three eras that affect Estonia to this date: 1) the short independence and statehood 

1918-1940; 2) Soviet and Nazi Occupation 1940-1991; and 3) peaceful independence 

restoration 1990-1991. 125  Of these, the first and second period had the biggest impact on 

Estonia’s strategic culture after seceding from the Soviet Union in 1991. 

 

119 Bloomfield, Alan. Time to Move On: Reconceptualizing the Strategic Culture Debate. Contemporary 

Security Policy, 33:3, 2012. (Pp. 437-461.) Pp. 438.; Al-Rodhan, Nayef. Strategic culture and pragmatic 
national interest. [Blog post on] GP Opinion 22.7.2015, [published by] Global Policy. 2015. 

<https://www.globalpolicyjournal.com/blog/22/07/2015/strategic-culture-and-pragmatic-national-interest>. 

[Accessed on 15 March 2022] 
120 Bloomfield, 2012. Pp. 444. 
121 Slater, Matthew R. Patterns of Influence: Strategic Culture Case Studies and Conclusions. Marine Corps 

University Press, 2020. Pp. 9. 
122 Bloomfield, 2012. Pp. 438.; Slater, 2020. Pp. 4.; Tashev, Blagovest. A Strategic Culture Framework for 

Practitioners. Marine Corps University Press, 2020. In Slater, Matthew R. Patterns of Influence: Strategic 
Culture Case Studies and Conclusions. Marine Corps University Press, 2020. Pp. 15-66. Pp. 17, 27. 
123 The factor also affects small-state realism. 
124 Bloomfield, 2012. Pp. 439.; Tashev, 2020. Pp. 23.; Al-Rodhan, 2015. 
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Usually, researchers are interested in the state’s early formative years because they have a long 

lasting impact on state structure.126 Before Estonia received its independence, it was under the 

mutual compression of both Russian and German influences. As part of the wave of national 

awakenings and nationalism, Estonia’s self-consciousness awoke and was operationalised in 

the aftermaths of the October revolution, which allowed it to secede from Imperial Russia.127 

Since then, the ethnic dimension and language have been eminent parts of Estonian identity. I 

even argue that introducing Estonian as an official state language in 1918 had as big of an 

impact on the national identity as the independence, because the people were not only able to 

rule themselves, but they were able to do it in their native language. In ESSR, Estonian 

language functioned as a symbol of opposition against the Soviet Union and Russification 

policies.128 The long affiliation to the language, the role of which will be defended by Estonia 

numerous times in the UN and OSCE correspondences, has its roots in this period. 

Even though the period of short independence has undoubtedly a long durée legacy on 

Estonia’s strategic culture, its almost holy status can be understood by comparing it to the era 

of Soviet Occupation. The first period of Estonia’s independence did not stabilise 

parliamentary democracy; the average lifespan of a government was less than nine months.129 

Yet the fact that the state was democratic and ruled by Estonians intensifies the psychological 

effect of the Soviet occupation. The annexation saw not only the loss of self-rule, deportations, 

and loss of liberties, but, in addition, affected the nation psychologically by forcing them once 

again under foreign rule, after a brief period of independence.130 The trauma intensifies when 

it is kept in mind that Estonia’s destiny was sealed in the Molotov-Ribbentrop pact by the states 

which inherited the state infrastructures of Germany and Russia, respectively.131 

 

126 Tashev, 2020. Pp. 19. 
127 Mölder, Holger. Strategic Interactions of Estonia and the Implications of the Estonian Strategic Culture. 
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Pauli Kettunen has noted that treating historical injustices and traumas has become a 

transnational phenomenon.132 Collective memory brings these traumas from the past to the 

present and approaching them as festering wounds becomes part of national identity. Hence, 

Estonian strategic culture in the 1990s, was, and arguably by the time this thesis is written is 

still, entirely rooted on the idea of a state continuum, i.e., the independent Estonian state never 

ceased to exist, and that Soviet occupation was illegal.133 This discourse allowed Estonia to 

restore its pre-war legislation, including reinstating its citizenship law from 1938.134 The goal 

is to come to terms with the past and repair the damages done by Soviet atrocities, but also to 

never forget what had happened. 

Yet, while most states agreed with Estonia’s discourse after it regained its independence, it was 

not unanimously supported: for instance, the Netherlands and Sweden accepted the Soviet 

annexation, and established diplomatic relations with Estonia anew.135 In addition, Russia’s 

portrayal of ESSR is the complete opposite, starting from the point that Estonia was not 

annexed nor occupied, but it voluntarily decided to join the Soviet Union. This is the complete 

opposite of Estonia’s perception of the past and keeps the two states ideologically distant until 

one accepts the other’s history politics – which does not seem likely. 

History cannot be forgotten; thus, it must be integrated to one’s being. Once Estonia seceded 

from the Soviet Union and Russia inherited its place, Estonia had to adjust its relationship to 

Russia in accordance with its strategic culture. The power disparity between the states did not 

change significantly; due to its size, Russia was still the primary military threat according to 

Estonia’s strategic culture, which is emphasised by their shared history.136 The feeling of threat 

embodied, for instance, in the dispute of interpreting the 1920 Treaty of Tartu: Estonia wanted 

to the revert the old borders according to the treaty, which Russia was unwilling to do.137 

Though this particular situation did not stir up hostility, it also did not relieve Estonia’s Soviet-

era traumas. The possibility of future military conflicts was not dismissed, and the fear of 
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annexation would keep dictating Estonia’s strategic culture, even if neither of them seem 

plausible.138 A small state cannot afford not to take imagined threats as real, if they can possibly 

prevent military confrontations with big states.139 Understanding that it would be unable to 

resist aggression by itself, Estonia imbued the imperative of seeking membership in the EU 

and NATO to its strategic culture.140 

 

2.3 Speech-acts and audience: How concepts receive their meaning 

This thesis’ methodology is found on Quentin Skinner’s interpretation of speech-act theory, 

itself part of conceptual history, and on Chaïm Perelman’s ideas on new rhetoric. With the 

framework given by these theories, I will study the UN and OSCE correspondences and the 

rhetoric used by Estonia and its counterparts. Combining these two theories is justifiable, 

because, according to Jussi Kurunmäki, conceptual history and new rhetoric are closely linked 

to each other because they have affected the linguistic turnaround in academic research.141 

Both speech-act and new rhetoric theories focus on studying texts and the meanings texts 

receive from the readers perspective. Both theories also view that writing a text per se is 

inherently an action because of its transitive aim to change the vocabulary is used to describe 

the surrounding world. Skinner, who himself adapts J. L. Austin’s interpretation, refers to the 

respective phenomenon as speech-acts and Perelman as argumentation.142 In addition, both of 

the theories agree that “the meaning” originates in the dialogue with the text and the reader. 143 

For the “idea”, which changes its meaning through text, Skinner uses the word concept and 

Perelman thesis. Henceforth, I will prefer the word “concept”.  

The discrepancies between Skinner and Perelman stem from their different emphasis in which 

part of the dialogue new meanings supersede the old, and what is essentially required for 
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changing the meaning of a concept. For Skinner, it is through the reader’s interpretation of the 

text, but Perelman argues that not only the argumentation of the text has to stand correct, but 

the author has to adapt to the audience and the values the audience holds before the message is 

delivered – otherwise, the argumentation can be dismissed, because its premises conflicted with 

the values held by the audience. 

Conceptual history refers to a methodological framework, which tries to understand the context 

in which texts were written. 144 Before studying documents, one has to become familiar with 

the historical context, the language conventions of the time, and the meaning the used concepts 

had in the time of the writings to avoid anachronistic conclusions.145 On anachronism, Skinner 

admits that agents can describe ideas without using exact vocabulary to refer to them, but this 

does not mean that it was their intention. According to Skinner, it is not the author who gives 

meaning to a text, but the reader, because the original motives and intentions cannot be 

recovered. 146 Similarly, the audience to whom the speech-acts are addressed to cannot be 

recovered. Hence, the reader has the responsibility to interpret texts in a way they would 

potentially be interpreted during the time they were written and empathise with the audience 

and the values they held through studying the historical context.  

Speech-acts are utterances, which Skinner divides to two: illocution (what was said), and 

perlocution (the consequential event following what was said).147 The illocutions themselves 

can be divided to illocutionary acts, i.e., the intention of the text, and to illocutionary force, 

i.e., the calculated but also the unintentional outcome of what was said. The illocutionary force 

precedes perlocutionary effect, the outcome. Generally, Skinner is more interested in the 

illocution of the speech-acts, the specific intentions of speech-acts, i.e., how language is used 

as an action and resource.148 

 

144 Kurunmäki, 2001. Pp. 143. 
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They who use the language and try to change the meaning of concepts are called “innovative 

ideologists”.149 The prerequisite for studying innovative ideologists is to accept that they are 

rational actors, even if they pursue whatever action and goal made most sense to them.150 

Through speech-acts their goal is to legitimise an action from questionable to acceptable by 

manipulating the terms describing the action or by creating new vocabulary altogether for their 

purpose. The phenomenon of changing a concept’s meaning is called contestation. There are 

three independent criteria which change the meaning of concepts: changes in range (normative 

use of the word), range of reference (how and in which settings the word is normatively used), 

and range of attitudes (how a concept is generally viewed). 

Skinner’s idea of concepts can be summarised as follows: all writings, even the so-called 

classics, are speech-acts, which cannot be understood without knowing the context of their time 

and the questions which the writings try to answer.151 Because all writings are, in essence, 

speech-acts, it is impossible that eternal questions and eternal concepts exist; hence, the 

concepts get their meaning from the time and space where they were used. Concepts per se are 

invented, when coherent vocabulary describing or evaluating the concept is found and people 

can discuss the concept. 

For Perelman argumentation is an action, which tries to change the approval of concepts and 

the weight of their approval.152 The new meaning has to come as an addition on top of pre-

existing concepts; if not, then the process is not about changing meanings of concepts but a 

discussion of two separate ideas from two “separate worlds”, which are incomprehensible with 

each other. Thus, we have to make a presupposition that throughout the thesis all innovative 

ideologists share a similar base-understanding of the key analytical concepts, i.e., citizenship 

and minority. Mutual understanding is prerequisite for them to be able to legitimise their 

interpretation of concepts and change their meaning. In addition, we have to presuppose that 

the intention and motivation of all parties was to change Estonia’s legislative understanding on 

citizenship and non-citizens through speech-acts. Otherwise, the conclusion would be that no 
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debate occurred, and instead there were parties which conducted speech-acts for the sake of 

making them. 

In Perelman’s theory, argument, argumentation, and audience centricity, constitute together 

effective argumentation.153 Arguments per se are divided into two different categories: to those, 

which are “founded upon reality (i.e., facts, truths, and presumptions)”, and to those which are 

“founded upon the preferable (i.e., values, hierarchies, and the loci of the preferable)”.154 These 

do not contradict the nature of speech-acts, but, in my opinion, add more depth in analysing 

their effectiveness by broadening the range of dimensions that are taken into account.  

From “argumentation”, Perelman separates “demonstration” as a different phenomenon. 155 

Demonstration can be understood as a statement which value is always true, as long as it 

follows the logic of reasoning, because it does not try to change the vocabulary describing the 

surrounding world. Demonstration does not require audience. Argumentation, on the other 

hand, requires an audience, because an innovative ideologist is not trying to convince 

themselves of their interpretation’s correctness on a particular concept, but the audience. In 

pursuing the audience to accept the statements the innovative ideologist is required to adapt 

themselves to an audience and by “choosing as premises of argumentation [the] theses the 

audience already holds”. Hence, before conducting a speech-act, one has to presuppose the 

audience’s stance on a topic. 

While argumentation, according to Perelman, rests on presuppositions, because making 

presumptions is part of human logic, the arguments founded upon reality are universally agreed 

upon, which makes them universal facts. Universal facts are, in addition, universal values, 

which have the acceptance of the universal audience. But what makes a value universally 

accepted is an obvious paradox in Perelman’s theory: he states, “rational values are accepted 

by universal audience; and universal audience accepts those values, which are acceptable in 

 

153  Summa, Hilkka. Kolme näkökulmaa uuteen retoriikkaan–Burke, Perelman, Toulmin ja retoriikan 
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retoriikat. Vastapaino, 1996. 1996. Pp. 51-84. Pp. 63; Kuusisto, Riikka. Sodan retoriikasta: Persianlahden 

ja Bosnian konfliktit läntisten suurvaltajohtajien lausunnoissa. (1996). In Palonen, Kari, and Summa, Hilkka 
(ed.) Pelkkää retoriikkaa. Tutkimuksen ja politiikan retoriikat. Vastapaino, 1996. Pp. 267-292. Pp. 275. 
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the time.”156 Thus, universal values are bound to the time and space, where they are expressed, 

just like concepts. Universal facts and universal truths are rarely contested, because altering 

them would require a torrent of facts and truths, which are not necessarily accepted.157 Thus, 

they play an important role in argumentation, because they form the uncontested side of 

arguments, which try not to provide new information nor contest. 

In Perelman’s theory, the main importance is in the rhetor-audience relationship. 158 

Argumentation does not follow a certain set of rules. As the natural flow of speaking, it 

proceeds informally.159 Arguments, on the other hand, are always addressed to the audience, 

and they have to proceed from premises, i.e., values, that are acceptable to the audiences. Even 

if all the facts and premises are correct, the audience can still reject the conclusion, because the 

argument do not reflect their values. Thus, one has to know their audience, and that is why 

presumptions are inevitable. Simultaneously, the audience also possess presumptions of the 

orator. 

Perelman defines the audience as “[a] gathering of those whom the speaker wants to influence 

by [their] arguments”.160 Perelman divides the audience to two: to particular audience, i.e., a 

group of people which composition is already known, and to universal audience.161 On one 

hand, convincing a particular audience is easier, because its values are already known to the 

orator.162 Hence, the rhetor knows what string to pull. Universal audience, on the other hand, 

ought to be handled with care: its accepted values are not known to the rhetor. Their values 

rely on the presumptions made by the rhetor. Hence, convincing the universal audience has to 

appeal to reasoning, whilst in convincing specific audience one can use a wider array of 

rhetorical methods. 
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2.4 Small-state realism, strategic culture, and speech-acts in Estonian context 

Small-state realism and strategic culture form the initiative side of performative action 

framework. They answer to the question “what internal factors influenced Estonia’s use of 

language”. The long-time motivation behind Estonia’s speech-acts was, from the point of view 

of small-state realism, to secure itself against its main potential threat. Because the power 

disparity against the aggressor was relatively huge, it could accumulate power only by joining 

military alliances to secure itself. Strategic culture then dictated that Estonia had to join a 

different military alliance than its biggest threat, Russia. Thus, via speech-acts Estonia not only 

had to consolidate its position as an independent state, but as a state which respected the values 

held by the alliance it wanted to join, i.e., the political West. This motivation was then 

manifested in speech-acts, through which Estonia pursued to create an image of itself as a 

West-leaning state.  

The general model of performative action to do this is demonstrated in an illustration below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Performative action model. 
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According to constructivist theory, “predatory” traits cannot be unlearned. States will react to 

predators until they are either destroyed or transformed from within. 163 This idea can be seen 

analogous to small-state realism, which sees the closest big state as a threat for the small-state’s 

existence. In addition, the vision of everlasting threat is then reflected in the strategic culture 

of a state, alongside the ambitions of the state and its goals of its desirable political positioning 

in the international political spectrum. The realpolitik and general political climate also affect 

the speech-acts. These factors are emphasised when speech-acts happen in a dialogue with the 

state one sees as the biggest threat. 

Part of conducting speech-acts is to adapt the argument(s) to the theses held by the audience.164 

But when one sees the other as the primal strategic enemy, it is hard to be truthful to the 

discourse and try to empathise with the foe’s stance. Notwithstanding this, the situation 

becomes even more challenging when the speech-acts’ target is as unwilling to adapt to your 

stance as you are to theirs. For Estonia and Russia, their strategic cultures are fundamentally a 

clash of history paradigms, which stem from different interpretations of pre-World War II 

events. 

First of all, the Molotov-Ribbentrop pact, which divided the Baltic states into frontiers, is seen 

as a myth in Russia’s historical consciousness, because the events preceding the Great Patriotic 

War contradict with the victory over Nazi Germany and its long-lasting impact on the Soviet 

national identity. 165 It was due to unsafety and not conspirations, which resulted in Baltic states 

voluntarily joining the Soviet Union. Hence, the Baltic states were not occupied nor annexed 

in 1940, and they became legally part of the Soviet Union. In conclusion, Russia does not 

officially accept the narrative of Estonia’s claim on state continuity. If it would, the Estonian 

interpretation of history would overrule its own, which would be an immense loss of prestige. 

Hence, the Estonian and Russian history paradigms are irreconcilable. 

It is noteworthy to point out that Russia is not consistent with its interpretation of history, which 

will be seen in its speech-acts. For instance, the Baltic States were allowed to declare 

independence and secede from the Soviet Union without fulfilling the formalities of leaving 
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the Union, because their initial accession did not follow the formalities of joining the USSR.166 

This, essentially, contradicts Russia’s interpretation of history and that Estonia joined the 

Soviet Union voluntarily. The arbitrariness on interpreting history results in two conclusions: 

first, post-Soviet Russia was also readjusting its strategic culture and interpretation of history 

to match its post-Soviet ethos, and second, instead of actively coming to the terms with the 

past, Russia is committed to management of Soviet history by cherry-picking the bits that keep 

the contemporary historical consciousness intact from controversies. In accordance with this 

paradigm, Russia does not acknowledge any wrongdoings of the Soviet Union nor apologises 

for its past actions.167 Obviously, this inherently increases the suspicion on Russia’s policy from 

Estonia’s point of view. 

Yet, Estonia was not in direct correspondence with the organisations it wanted to join. Thus, 

Estonia had to show its commitments through its citizenship question, in which the counterpart 

in the UN was Russia. Hence, Estonia had to adapt its rhetoric to Russia’s theses and the 

presumed theses the political the West held at the time. Thus, there is not only one audience 

Estonia addressed, but three: Russia, the West, and universal. Each of them brings certain 

peculiarities to the speech-acts. On the other side, Russia tried to reclaim the ex-Soviet 

republics into its zone of influence. Through this framework, Russia could not let Estonia move 

to the West’s sphere of interest. This creates an extra variable Estonia had to consider, because 

it had to balance against Russia’s large-state realism motivations. 
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3 CORRESPONDENCE IN THE UNITED NATIONS 

The old Cold War approach to prefer bilateral resolutions over taking active peace-mediating 

role had not resolved the tenses relating to Estonian citizenship issues. After seceding from the 

Soviet Union, Estonia had reverted its national legislation to status quo ante bellum state, 

including the citizenship law, in accordance with Estonia’s discourse of state continuity. As a 

consequence, Estonia did not grant citizenship to the people residing in Estonia at the time of 

its independence as was customary in ex-Soviet republics, expect for Latvia, but by the 

legislative framework of its 1938 citizenship act.168 Citizenship were given automatically to the 

people who were citizens of Estonia before the Soviet annexation in August 1940, their 

descendants, and people who had deliberately worked for Estonia’s independence during its 

time as Soviet Socialist Republic. Everyone else lost their citizenship, which raised concerns 

in the UN. 

The fact-finding missions concluded that Estonia had not breached human rights in reverting 

to its pre-World War II, but the question over the rights of Russian speaking people were still 

present. To urge the UN to take the topic into its agenda list, on 15 February Russia used the 

vocabulary which was to attract the UN’s attention: swear that the issue would affect the 

bilateral relations of Estonia and Russia and spark domestic reactions and incite chauvinistic 

and nationalistic forces.169 To further elaborate the seriousness of the issued a new letter on 23 

February 1993 in Commission on Human Rights meeting stating that “influential groups” were 

ready to resolve the issue by violent means, and which could “yield as unfortunate tragic results 

as elsewhere in the world”. 170 Russia is purposefully vague, because it is not referring to a 

particular situation in the world. 

The UNGA reaffirmed its position on the Estonian citizenship issue on 26th April 1993.171 

Firstly, it elaborated its stance on human rights by declaring that the principles embodied in the 

UDHR, and International Covenants on Human Rights guided its work. Secondly, it reminded 

that all member-states were obliged to promote and protect human rights and fundamental 
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freedoms in accordance with the aforementioned principles. Finally, it concluded that 

respecting human rights were “an inalienable component in maintaining and promoting good-

neighbourly relations between States”. The statement epitomises the UN’s stance on minority 

questions through the institutionalised human rights framework.172 

From 14 June 1993 to 8 November 1996, 17 letters were addressed to the Secretary-General 

regarding Estonia’s citizenship question, of which 11 were issued by Russia and 6 by Estonia, 

respectively. In total, these letters span over four UNGA sessions, from the 48th session (1993-

1994) to the 51st (1996-1997), and three different item titles on the agenda list of the UNGA, 

which reflect the general attention given to the topic. On the 48th session, the titles was 

“Situation of Human Rights in Estonia and Latvia”; from the 49th to the 51st session, it was 

“Human Rights Question”; and in the mid-51st session the topic was moved under “Human 

Rights Questions: Human Rights and Reports of Special Rapporteurs and Representatives” 

agenda list. The topic names highlight how the UN approached the question from human side 

perspective. The analysis of the UNGA letters will be divided by subchapters according to their 

respective titles. 

The UNGA has three kinds of sessions: regular session, beginning annually on mid-September 

and continuing to late-December with an additional meeting date(s) in the spring or early 

summer; special sessions summoned on request of the Security Council or when endorsed by 

a group of states; and an emergency special session for situation that requires rapid action.173 A 

regular session follows a fixed cycle. From January to the start of the new session on September, 

member-states can provide information on the agenda list items. All the correspondences on 

Estonian citizenship question occurred in regular sessions, even though Russia is a permanent 

member of Security Council. The regular sessions start with a preliminary phase and a General 

Debate. The General Debate gives a platform to all member-states to discuss any issues they 

find relevant. During the General Debate, a General Committee, made of the UNGA president, 

vice presidents, and main committee chairs, decides which items are included in the following 

UNGA agenda list. The regular sessions typically produce a draft-resolution in the beginning 

of regular session, if necessary, and announce a final resolution in December. 
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The UNGA sessions are preceded with a period from January to September, during which 

member-states can provide information on the decided agenda. This is not fixed; new 

information on the topic can be provided even during the regular session. The UNGA has 

customary excluded from itself the right to remove a topic during the General Debate. If the 

previous UNGA had decided that a topic is going to be addressed on the next UNGA session, 

it will be addressed.174 This separates the UN from the League of Nations, who used its powers 

to ultimately decide what topics were important enough to discuss. 

After the topic was brought under the UNGA agenda list, Estonia refrained addressing it in any 

other UN bodies. Russia generally followed similar path from addressing the topic elsewhere 

but in the UNGA, expect from delivering a note verbale and a speech in 21st Commission on 

Human Rights meeting, both in 1995. 175 In the note verbale, Russia was contesting the political 

autonomy of Estonia by addressing the new restrictions on the 1995 Estonian Citizenship Act, 

which did not affect the non-citizen population. In the Commission on Human Rights, Russia 

tried to appeal to the UN by stating that the UN Declaration on the Rights of Persons Belonging 

to National or Ethnic, Religious and Linguistic Minorities had always had high priority in its 

domestic policies, that Estonia was restricting the use of Russian language, and that the people 

were denied the right to practice the religion. In essence, Russia was portraying itself for and 

Estonia against the minority rights and how they were interpreted in the UN. Estonia did not 

respond these allegations. 

3.1  “Situation of Human Rights in Estonia and Latvia”; Year 1993  

Straightaway under the 48th UNGA session, Russia brought an ethnic dimension to the issue of 

citizenship.176 The illocutionary act was twofold: first, to declare that all Russian speakers were 
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Russians and they formed part of Russia’s audience;177 and that bringing the ethnic dimension 

would urge a reaction from the UN. The speech-act did not consider the realities of self-

identification, as studied by Vihalemm.178 Instead, Russia’s illocutionary act was to feed the 

existing ethnic tensions within Estonian society to maintain the momentum for its own benefit, 

to showcase evidence of division, and to strengthen the influence of its human rights concerns 

in Estonia. As Russia was aware of the proportion of Russophones in Estonia, it also understood 

the underlying potentiality they possessed in steering Estonia’s politics – if only they had the 

right to vote. According to 1989 census, approximately 38 % people living in Estonia were 

Russians.179 

In Russia’s narrative, the Estonia’s citizenship law was deliberately racist. In total, racist topics 

had a great presence in the 48th UNGA’s agenda list, especially because of South African and 

Yugoslavian human rights issues. From those topics, Russia adopted the “apartheid” and 

“ethnic cleansing” vocabulary, and Russia strived to broaden the meaning of the respective 

concepts to apply the Estonian (and Latvian) citizenship question. This rhetoric exemplifies 

how a specific situation, its context to the time, and its frame of reference influences speech-

acts ad hoc. To amplify the statement, Estonia was portrayed as a regime, whose only goal was 

to reinstate a “monoethnic” state.180 If apartheid and the Yugoslavian civil war were not actual 

at the time, the use of respective rhetoric would have been illogical. Instead, now they highlight 

one of the “battle-specific” strategical changes in Russia’s speech-acts: to win the “war”, i.e., 

make Estonia to distribute citizenship to all its residents, it needs to win specific “battles”.  

Through its speech-acts, Russia depicted itself as a peaceful counterforce to Estonia. Letter on 

25 June 1993, which was the only document during the correspondence with a delivered 

statement by President of Russian Federation Boris Yeltsin, or any head of state, clarified 

Russia’s approach to solve the tensions. 181 In Russia’s own interpretation on the circumstances, 
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it had used every diplomatic method possible to maintain peace and develop friendly relations. 

This included diplomatic démarches and voluntary withdrawal of its stationed troops from 

Estonia by 31 August 1994, instead of using them as political pawns in the long run. Russia 

was also trying to understand Estonia’s policy in accordance with historical circumstances, and 

was, thus, open for compromises. Nevertheless, its rapprochement was ineffective in stopping 

Estonia’s human rights infringements on Russophone population. As a consequence, Russia 

warned that if Estonia would not “reconsider its position with regard to Russians […] the 

complete responsibility for a possible breach of civil peace in Estonia [and in the Baltic region 

as a whole] will lie with the leaders of Estonia”. This illocution is the most direct threat of 

military intervention in any of the analysed letters. The utterance also shows that although the 

illocution act was that Russia was committing to diplomacy, its illocutionary force was that the 

threats should be taken seriously. Keeping its counterpart on toes is part of Russia’s influence 

repertoire.182 

In the letters, Russia uses interchangeably terms “Russian-speaking population” and “Russians” 

when referring to the non-citizens. This is part of strategy of claiming near-abroad Russians, 

i.e., compatriots. The illocutionary force in claiming compatriots was, besides building mutual 

kinship between Russia and Russian speaking people, to create juxtaposition within Estonia.183 

If ethnic tensions would have sparked, it would have showed that Russia’s predictions were 

right. 

Furthermore, Russia broadened its rhetoric to appeal to authority. For instance, it accused that 

Estonia had misled number of parties, most prominently CoE, by passing its Law on Aliens on 

8 July 1993, after Estonia’s admission to the CoE in May 1993.184 Estonia denies that it had 

mislead CoE in its first letter on its citizenship issue in the UN in July 1993.185 In contrast, it 

argued that the Law on Aliens was not an infringement on non-citizens rights but instead a step 
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towards the principles of rule of law by creating a legal framework for naturalisation, which 

did not exist previously. In addition, and albeit being against the ethos of democracy, 

disenfranchising non-citizens on every election but municipal had not been seen as an obstacle 

for Estonia’s accession to the CoE.186 In its first letter, Estonia’s illocutionary act was, thus, to 

demonstrate in the UN that it was committed to values of constitutional state.187 The existence 

of flaws in its legislation, which Russia tried to exploit for its own agenda, were admitted. They 

were due to the outdatedness of its pre-war legislation and, according to Estonia, should not be 

viewed as breaches on human rights but merely as misfortunes of necessary transitive phase in 

updating the state legislation. Nonetheless, the changes in citizenship law and the Law on 

Aliens in general would continue to fuel the debate for upcoming sessions.188 

In the second, and last, letter preceding the 48th session on 1 December 1993, Estonia took 

more assertive stance vis-à-vis Russia’s allegations, especially those stated on the letter dated 

on 24 November 1993.189 The dates on the letters both show that the correspondence on the 

issue had prolonged in 1993 to the tail end of the regular sessions, and that both states were in 

a hurry to address their positions on the question before the announcement from the UNGA. In 

the letter, Estonia was offended by the accusations of “ethnic cleansing”. It argued that by using 

the concept Russia was demeaning more serious situations in the world. As to back-up its own 

narrative, Estonian representative relied on an authority and concluded the letter by quoting 

HCNM Max van der Stoel, who had stated that Estonia’s nationality law was a model for other 

newly emerged states. 

The same letter also show Estonia’s capacity to contest Russia’s accusations of Estonia’s 

undemocratic policies by producing a counter contestation. It stated that the seemingly friendly 

withdrawal of Russia’s forces was a scapegoat, because in fact the Russian forces in Estonia 

were outnumbering Estonian military two-to-one. Thus, the experience of military threats were 

indeed real, and possibly resurfaced occupational trauma deeply intertwined into Estonia’s 
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strategic culture.190 Despite this, Estonia stated that it would support democratic reforms in 

Russia if they were not only by nationalists and extremists. By undermining Russia’s 

democracy, Estonia uplifted its own. 

The letters under the 48th session show how Russia changed its approach to Estonia from 

understanding its decolonisation tenets to demanding changes to its citizenship law. 

Nevertheless, when the issue was transferred from bilaterally handled to one addressed in the 

UN, the discussions overall dynamic changed. Through contesting the citizenship legislation 

Estonia and Russia were able to position themselves through linguistic performances in relation 

to their countries of reference in the UN. This indicates their long-time strategic goals. As a 

question of national prestige, obduracy would have demonstrated Estonia’s integrity and 

independence in the post-Soviet space, whilst perseverance in overwatching the rights of 

Russian-speaking population and, thus, changing the citizenship law for the one advocated by 

Russia would have shown that Russia possessed political influence to persuade small states by 

diplomatic means. 

Thus, besides acting as speech-acts, the letters also reveal the state of bilateral relations of 

Estonia and Russia at the time. Russia, for instance, was unhappy with Estonia’s post-

independent attitude and general behaviour and wanted to teach it a lesson.191 This, in addition 

with Kozyrev’s doctrine, instated the standpoints of Russia’s linguistic performances. Russia 

was able to change the citizenship questions dimension to include both foreign and domestic 

dimensions, and, thus, to infiltrate into Estonia’s internal politics.192 This left Estonia with 

barely any elbowroom but to answer reactively to Russia’s speech-acts. 
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3.2  “Human Rights Question”; From 1994 to May 1996 

After the 48th session, momentum on the issue abated. This can be due to the September-

October 1993 constitutional crisis, preceding domestic events, and its aftermaths, which were 

tying Russia’s resources from acting on international forums.193 In Russia, regional governors 

were contesting President Yeltsin’s power by deliberately abstaining to follow the orders of 

central government. The state was far from unite, and the political elite were not in control of 

the situation. This led to a sequence of events, where Yeltsin declared a state of emergency and 

in subsequent period ordered military troops to storm the state parliament building. Despite the 

domestic fight for power, Russia was not able to steer its focus inwards, as it also had to show 

to the international stage that it had revived from the Soviet Union’s rupture. Thus, in 1994, 

Russia’s speech-acts began to show twofold purpose: to show domestic unity to the outside, 

and to deflect focus from its internal affairs to other state’s political issues. 

The decreasing momentum and the outcome that Estonia and Latvia were not breaching human 

rights led the UNGA to reformulate the topic into a more general form, i.e., “Human Rights 

Question”, to the 49th session. In the UNGA resolution from plenary meeting on 20 December 

1993, the UN stated that it was analysing the situation in respect with the “Declaration on the 

Human Rights of Individuals Who Are Not Nationals of the Country in Which They Live”, 

welcomed the cooperation of Estonia and Latvia, noted that “unresolved issues” considered 

large number of people from different ethnic origin, and decided to consider the question in 

one of the future sessions.194 

The topic name stopped to referring to a specific human rights question. Due to change in 

priority given by the UN, Russia had to change its strategy related to the citizenship question 

as a reaction to external factors. One of the external factors was the new interpretation of 

UDHR’s article 15: everyone still had a right to a nationality, but the article does not state a 

 

193 Treisman, Daniel. After the deluge: Regional crises and political consolidation in Russia. 2001. Pp. 34-
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Third Committee (A/48/633)) 48/155. : Situation of human rights in Estonia and Latvia. A/RES/48/155, 7 
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right to a specific nationality. 195  Hence, the focus of Russia’s speech-acts changed from 

contesting the citizenship legislation to contesting the naturalisation procedure, naturalisation 

requirements, and the Law on Aliens, because the new interpretation made the politicisation of 

UDHR redundant. The core goals remained intact, i.e., enforce Estonia to change its citizenship 

policy. In the other hand, the new interpretations unveiled how exposed for contestation human 

rights actually were; as only general understanding existed on what human rights were, both 

sides could position themselves for and the other against human rights. This opened up new 

ways to build acceptable rhetoric to pursue one’s own agenda.  

Even though the base narrative of ethnic division preserved, the rhetoric of “ethnic cleansing” 

and restoring pre-war “demographic balance” were dropped from a letter on 20 July 1994 

(A/49/265), onwards, with the exceptions of a letter on 31 January 1995 (A/50/76)196, because 

their perlocutionary effect was not the one expected. Frankly, no other party saw that the 

concept of “ethnic cleansing” could describe the situation in Estonia, besides Russia. The 

endeavour to change the general perception on the topic to be a question of interethnic 

discrimination had not succeeded. Henceforth, Russia’s rhetoric changed generally from 

hostile and explicit threatening to implicit rhetoric, but still continuing to call up the 

international community to condemn Estonia’s human right breaches, now concentrated on the 

non-citizen minority. New allegations were based on verbally disclosing evidence of gradual 

exclusion of the non-citizens from Estonian society as a result of judicial discrimination. More 

specifically, the allegations were centred upon the Western human rights and democratic values 

to which Estonia sought to commit itself, in accordance with its strategic culture, to join 

Western institutions in the near future, narrowing Russia’s speech-acts audience to member 

states, whose potential distrust in Estonia would cause consequences. Additionally, 

acknowledging that citizenship would not be automatically distributed, and direct contestation 

would not change it, Russia started to contest non-citizens rights as an ethnic, language and 
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religious minority from human rights perspective. The argument that Russians were a historical 

minority, and thus eligible for citizenship, had been dismissed earlier.197 

Estonia’s letter from September 1994 (A/49/386), was a direct answer198 to Russia’s letter 

issued two months earlier (A/49/265) on 20 July 1994199. Emphasising the assumed ignorance 

on Estonian citizenship law, the letter is the most detailed introduction to the citizenship law 

in the UNGA.200 Because of its explanatory value, the letter’s presumed audience was not only 

Russia nor the UNGA, but also countries who were generally intrigued of the situation. The 

letter’s vocabulary is easily understandable, it answers to Russian allegations step-by-step, and 

it positions Estonia as committed to human rights. The letter is divided into seven parts: issues 

regarding citizenship; issues regarding the status of aliens; national minorities; Russian-

language education; information in Russian; freedom of religion; and conclusions. 

Regarding citizenship, Estonia reasserted its commitment to rule of law by stating that non-

citizens’ rights were guaranteed by the Law on Aliens and Estonia’s constitution.201 Agreeing 

with Russia that declaring people stateless is a breach of international law, Estonia then 

proceeded call for Russia’s responsibility over the people who it addressed as Russians, 

contesting the hitherto culprit narrative: if Russia had inherited virtually all the Soviet Union 

assets and state infrastructure, how come the inheritance excluded citizens? Estonia, in contrast, 

had adopted the Western European jus sanguinis principle, i.e., citizenship by descendance, 

“the right of blood” of nationality law, further justifying itself, legislation wise, part of Europe. 

By jus sanguinis principle, the citizenship could be given only to the people who were citizens 

before the Soviet occupation, and to their descendants. The principle reflects the core idea of 

 

197 Birckenbach, 1997. Pp. 33-34. 
198 Direct quote from page 2: “In his letter of 20 July 1994 (A/49/265) Mr. Yuliy Vorontsov, Permanent 

Representative of the Russian Federation to the United Nations, accuses both Estonia and Latvia of human 

rights violations, based primarily on their citizenship policies. Regrettably, owing to an apparent lack of 

information on the part of the author, the letter included inaccurate and distorted information, often leading 

to tendentious conclusions. The following provides an overview of the issues surrounding citizenship, aliens 

and national minorities in Estonia, in order to shed light on the allegations made by the representative of the 

Russian Federation.” 
199 UN General Assembly, HUMAN RIGHTS QUESTIONS : Letter dated 19 July 1994 from the Permanent 

Representative of the Russian Federation to the United Nations addressed to the Secretary-General. 

A/49/265, 20 July 1994. 
200 UN General Assembly, HUMAN RIGHTS QUESTIONS : Letter dated 15 September 1994 from the 

Permanent Representative of Estonia to the United Nations addressed to the Secretary-General. A/49/386, 

15 September 1994. 
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Estonia’s strategic culture, i.e., the state continuity, because citizenship were not granted to 

people who had migrated to the state during the Soviet period. The letter also explained the 

reasoning why the 1938 citizenship law was incapable of granting automatic citizenship to 

everyone, because doing so would be a violation of Estonia’s law, and indirectly its national 

identity. 

The naturalisation and its requirements, in addition, was, according to Estonia, on par with the 

general European citizenship framework. The language proficiency examination, which Russia 

argued was an insurmountable obstacle for non-ethnic Estonians, was accepted by UN fact-

finding mission. According to an authority, it did not contradict international norms or 

standards. As in accordance with the HCNM suggestions, the elder, i.e., born before 1.1.1930, 

and the disabled were to have either eased language test or were fully exempted from it.202  

The rest of the letter answered on Russia’s concerns over non-citizens economic wellbeing and 

their temporary residence permits.203 Firstly, the worsening of non-citizens’ economic situation 

was not deliberate, but an inevitable outcome of transitioning to market economy, per se 

eminent requirement to join Western organisations, especially the EU. 204  However, the 

accidental unemployment spree hit particularly heavy the Russian-speaking Northeast, rising 

obvious concerns on the people’s livelihood by Russia. Thus, Estonia was enforced to clarify 

that the status of unemployment benefits as a legal income in the UN, and that it had no effect 

on non-citizens right, despite contested so by Russia.205 Estonia also tried to calm the worries 

that it was not planning on expulsing non-citizens from its territory despite initially granting 

temporary residence permits. The temporary residence permits were to be changed to 

permanent ones upon application. 

Secondly, Estonian legislation allowed non-citizens to vote on municipal elections and even be 

elected to municipal councils if majority of citizens are non-citizens, which is not the case in 

 

202 UN General Assembly (Russia), A/49/265. 20 July 1994.  
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Latvia. 206 In comparison, the Estonian constitution of 1992 forbids non-citizens to form or join 

political parties, but Latvian constitution does not restrict non-citizens from joining political 

parties. The partial enfranchisement of non-citizens had a significant rhetorical torque against 

Russia, who, in contrast, did not allow any person without a citizenship to vote. Also, by 

extending voting rights, Estonia showed that restrictions to democratic participation applied 

only to a small number of people, and that non-citizens had also the right to be represented in 

their local municipalities. The concerns of their representation had been lifted by UN fact-

finding missions.207 

Thirdly, on the status of education language, a precedent from Belgium from 1968 had stated 

that even in bilingual state a monolingual municipality does not have to provide education on 

the other state language208; nevertheless, Estonia did allow tuition in Russian. Russia had 

attacked Estonia on Russian speaking pupils’ educational right. The alleged Estonianization of 

the curriculum was actually a project to make Russian and Estonian curricula similar, which 

they were not in the ESSR. During the Soviet Union, Russian speaking children’s education 

lasted for 10 years in contrast to Estonian speaking children’s 11 years, and they did not have 

to learn Estonian language, although learning Russian language was a compulsory. Estonia’s 

efforts to change the school curriculum also strived to uplift the status of the Estonian language 

and Estonian history after the years of “totalitarian occupation regime”. The fact that Russian 

used to be state language, was just an outcome of occupational policy; continuing the practice 

would have undermined Estonia’s independence. Nevertheless, Estonia distanced itself from 

 

206 Eide, 1992. Pp. 114-115.; Paparinskis, Martins. Political and Electoral Rights of Non-citizen Residents 

in Latvia and Estonia: Current Situation and Perspectives. 2018. Pp. 3-4. 
207 For example, see: Eide, 1992. Section C. In addition, Mr Bratinka in his “Report on the Application of 

the Republic of Estonia for Membership of the Council of Europe” (14 April 1993, amended 10 May 1993), 

had already stated that “[Estonia can be considered] to be a democracy, where the basic human rights of 

everybody, citizens, and non-citizens alike, are guaranteed”. 
208 Jutila, 2011. Pp. 110-111. For the original European Court of Human Rights judgement, see: CASE 

"RELATING TO CERTAIN ASPECTS OF THE LAWS ON THE USE OF LANGUAGES IN 

EDUCATION IN BELGIUM" (MERITS) in 
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the occupational discourse by later stating in September 1995 that they had granted Russian 

language a special status as language of education.209 

The letter from September 1994 (A/49/386) epitomises Estonia’s deflecting rhetoric against 

torrent of accusations.210 The change in Russia’s argumentation, i.e., from contesting the human 

rights aspect of the citizenship to bringing alight as many issues as possible, demanded more 

discretionary wording and resources from Estonia. The letter has only one counter argument in 

it, which is in form of quotation and cannot be traced directly to Estonia. The used quote from 

Helsinki Watch called the “Russian Government to refrain from inflaming the debate on the 

situation of the non-citizens in Estonia through heightened rhetoric and hyperbole”. 211 

Everything else in the letter manifests the twofold nature of Estonia’s speech-acts: to answer 

to Russia, and to shed light on the issues for other states to unveil its position as a democratic 

nation. Showing its strength against Russia’s allegations and defending Western-influenced 

policy is only one side of its linguistic performances; the other is to build a narrative of a state, 

which has safeguarded the rights of minorities ever since it first gained its independence.212 

With the help of this discourse, the letter’s illocutionary force is to proactively invalidate 

Russia’s non-citizen contestation. 

 

As the General Assembly’s 50th session resumed in January 1995, Russia’s new arguments 

stemmed from Estonia’s new citizenship law, which was passed on 19 January 1995 and 

entered into force on 1 April 1995, and from rebreathing air to the Treaty on Basic Relations 

from January 1991, which had not been used as an argument before in the UNGA 

correspondence.213 The new citizenship law brought up new naturalisation requirements by 

adjusting the written and oral part of language test and by introducing a test on the knowledge 

of the Estonian constitution and the citizenship act. Considering the new citizenship law, 
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Russia’s reaction was prompt: the letter is dated on 27 January 1995 (A/50/76), only 8 days 

after the new Estonian citizenship law was passed.  Here, Russia tried to revive its rhetoric on 

inevitable ethnic clashes in Estonia under its new representative in the UN, Sergey Lavrov. 

Even though envisioning exacerbation of the relations between Estonians and Estonian-

Russians and threatening that “the Russian Federation reserves the right to take additional 

measures to protect the rights and interests of ethnic Russians living in Estonia”, Estonia did 

not to react to the letter. This concludes that the ethnic rhetoric started to receive characteristics 

of a ritualised language214 and that its illocutionary force and perlocutionary effect were not the 

one expected and, thus, were lost for good. 

It is not clear why the Treaty of Basic Relations was mentioned in the UNGA correspondence 

for the first time under the 50th session, because it could have affected on the outcome of 

Estonia’s legislation if it was used before the naturalisation requirements were affirmed in the 

Law on Aliens on 30 March 1993. Before the Law on Aliens, the rights of non-citizens were 

not clear, and the naturalisation requirements were, according to Sarv, obscure to all parties, 

including the Estonian government.215 Besides this, Estonia had mentioned the treaty earlier 

with providing its own interpretation of its contents: i.e., the Estonian citizenship was open to 

everyone (via naturalisation) as was the “practice followed in civilized countries”.216 Now, in 

1995, as their respective stances on the citizenship issue and as independent countries were 

starting to ossify in the eyes of international community, reverting the contestation in a virtually 

closed topic by referencing to a nulled treaty was showing contestation fatigue. 

In its letter in September 1995, Estonia, in lieu of referencing to the abovementioned letter, 

commented on the Russia’s memorandum217 circulating in the OSCE, now circulating in the 

UN, about Estonia’s human rights situation.218 Estonia contested Russia’s understanding of 

human rights and denounced the link between withdrawal of its troops and the Russian-

speaking population. In addition, Estonia implicitly compared Russia’s policy of the Russian-
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speakers as a political tool to that of Nazi Germany before Second World War.219 Undoubtedly, 

the illocutionary act and illocutionary force of this particular speech-act was not to develop 

friendly relations. The same denouncement applied to the case of Mr. P. Rozhok, a Russian 

citizen, who was deported from Estonia.220 Whereas Russia used it as a method to emphasise 

via an individual that Estonia was deliberately attacking Russians, Estonia quickly dismissed 

the case by stating that Rozhok’s attempts to spark violence by inciting ethnic hatred and 

working actively against Estonia’s constitutional order would not have been legal even in 

Russia. 

 

In the 51st session (1996), Russia started to rely more on other sources in its speech-acts. Its 

first letter in March 1996 (A/51/81) was a response to the contents of a OSCE document 

distributed by its own delegation to OSCE, titled “Violation of the rights of non-citizens of 

Estonia”.221 The letter to the UN and the comment on the OSCE document provides two key-

findings. First, the semantic contestation of Estonia’s forthcoming redefinition of non-citizens 

from “person without citizenship” to “foreigner who is entitled to obtain Estonian citizenship”. 

In Russia’s eyes, this would change the underlying narrative on non-citizens from native 

inhabitants to foreigners. Similar semantic contestation was about changing the name of 

“language examination” to “language test”, which Russia argued had different meaning to 

Europeans. Unspecifying the meaning, the main point is that Russia started to diminish 

Estonia’s rhetoric by claiming that it, too, understood the European ethos, was part of European 

realm, and safeguarded true Europeanness.222 The semantic question over how non-citizens 

should be referred to as was simply dismissed by Estonia by stating that it felt that “person 

 

219 Ibid. Pp. 2. Direct quote: “The question of “human rights, more precisely the question of the “Russian-
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without citizenship” was discriminative. 223  On the issue of “language examination” over 

“language test”, Estonia did not reply to. These semantic questions occur again in the 

correspondence. 

The second finding in Russia’s letter is that its claim on Russian-speaking population grew 

stronger.224 Now, Russia illocutionary act was to demand that Russian-speaking pupils should 

learn Russian consciousness in Estonian schools, which includes learning Russian language, 

literature, and history of Russia. In addition, Russia claimed that Estonia was restricting the 

Russian speaking people’s right to practice their religion by seizing their property and 

restricting the Russian Orthodox Church’s right to conduct religious activities. Bringing up 

religion in the debate over the rights of non-citizens fulfilled the last domain of minority 

questions which were in the UN’s minority policies focus, i.e., ethnicity, religion, and 

language.225 

On the education side, because Estonia had already stated that it would unify its curriculum, 

Russia’s demands expected perlocutionary effect cannot be seen to be the change in the 

curriculum, but instead in undermining Estonia’s political autonomy. By demanding special 

privileges to Russians from Estonia, Russia simultaneously demanded them from all post-

Soviet states. Hence, in this particular speech-act, Estonia might not have functioned as 

Russia’s primary audience, but as an object for asserting the demands to wider range of states. 

The ideological gap between Estonian and Russian correspondence grew larger in the 51st 

session, which was manifested by Estonia’s neglect to directly answer Russia’s allegations and 

letters. Instead, Estonia’s speech-acts were devoted to building the narrative of respecting all 

minorities, regardless of their ethnicity, language, or religious background. Estonia did not 

claim the people, but neither did it deny its responsibilities on them. This responsibility even 

included giving non-citizens the right to vote, which, all along, Estonia saw paradoxical, as 

Russia did not grant the same rights to any non-citizens in its territory. In addition, Estonia 

accused Russia of hypocrisy relating to Alien’s passport, i.e., the passport of non-citizens 
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granted by Estonia, because even though it did not accept them de jure, they were de facto legal 

travel documents. The attempt was to show the political fallacies in Russia’s speech-acts. In 

the end of the letter, Estonia adopted Russia’s vocabulary: it accused Russia of anti-Estonian 

sentiments but said that considering the bilateral relationship it tried its best to improve 

relations with Russia. 

 

3.3  “Human Rights Questions: Human Rights and Reports of Special Rapporteurs and 

Representatives”; From June 1996 to December 1996 

The title of the topic changed in the middle of the 51st session correspondence from “Human 

Rights Question” to “Human Rights Questions: Human Rights and Reports of Special 

Rapporteurs and Representatives”, as stated above. Reasons behind the change remain 

unknown. In total, it was the third, and final, change of topic title the UNGA. 

Estonia’s last response to Russia’s letters questioned Russia’s overall reliability.226 Responding 

to the letter from July 1996 (A/51/189), Estonia stated that neither OSCE nor CoE had not 

discussed Russia’s allegations due to their underlying political motivations, inaccuracies, and 

disregard of facts. Estonia argued that virtually all other states had taken the stance that 

Russian-speaking population’s status was not deteriorating. The problems, for instance, in 

distributing aliens’ passports, was seen as an outcome of Russia’s politics. It had not submitted 

Estonia a list of its citizens, even though Estonia, OSCE, and CoE had requested one. On the 

other hand, Russia did what Estonia demanded it to do: distributing Russian citizenship to the 

people who self-identified themselves as Russians, as stated in Treaty of Basic Relations. On 

minority questions, both OSCE and CoE emphasises that to belong in a national minority an 

individual has to self-identify with the minority. Lastly, Estonia condemned Russia for 

continuing an undermining Soviet practice in referring Estonia as “authorities in Tallinn” or 
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simply “Tallinn”.227 Despite Estonia accusing Russia from using derogatory rhetoric, it was 

only used in July 1996 (A/51/189). 

The final letter shows that Russian communication was not inline in all spheres. In A/51/189, 

Russia had demanded Estonia to open more polling stations for its citizens to vote in Russian 

elections. Estonia, in its own letter, quoted Russian representative to OSCE, ambassador 

Shustov, who had stated that three opened polling stations had made the situation acceptable. 

Russian Embassy at Tallinn had also expressed satisfaction. While the letter does show that 

Russia had some influence in Estonia’s domestic policy, it still was unable to reshape the 

citizenship law. 

In spite of Estonia’s initial strict policy of not granting residence permits to virtually any ex-

Soviet servicemen, Russia had, nevertheless, successfully influenced Estonia to change its non-

citizen policy on this regard. By 1995, virtually all ex- servicemen had received a residence 

permit.228 In order to avoid showing appearances of weakness, Estonia explained the change by 

“humanitarian consideration, because Russian Federation has made it hard for the forces to 

return to home”.229 Hence, even under duress, through speech-acts Estonia was building a 

narrative of itself as a state committed to human rights and being capable of reconsidering its 

trenched stance for the sake of humanitarian concerns. 

In the last letter in November 1996, Russia continued its aggressive rhetor.230 In addition, they 

tried to bring back the discourse from the 48th session labelling the letter in the annex as 

“Human Rights Question in Estonia and Latvia.” The allegations related to non-citizens 

ethnical, language and religious rights. Russia also accused that Estonia’s Law on Aliens did 

not give non-citizens even the same rights that Estonia gave to stateless people. This letter did 

not receive a response from Estonia. 
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The UNGA stated in October 1996 that it was not expecting for new documents relating to 

Estonia’s citizenship issue.231 As the 51st UNGA session ended in December 1996, the General 

Assembly stated in a draft decision that by the information provided by the United Nations 

High Commissioner for Human Rights, it would conclude the discussion on “Situation of 

human rights in Estonia and Latvia”.232 In a draft resolution on Russia on the same issue, the 

UN advocated to solve the remaining issues bilaterally and in regional organisations, and called 

upon Estonia that it would continue to amend their legislations to resolve the citizenship 

question domestically.233 The conclusion is that in the UN’s point of view the issue was not 

important enough anymore that it should be addressed in the UNGA. These statements ended 

the correspondence on the Estonian citizenship question in the UN. 
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4 CORRESPONDENCE IN OSCE 

The correspondence between High Commissioner of National Minorities (HCNM) Max van 

der Stoel and Estonia happened from 1993 to 1997. In total, 9 letters were sent. 234 In the 

correspondence before 1995, OSCE will be referred in the text as CSCE, with respect to its 

organisation structure. It is noteworthy to remember that HCNM comments are not binding; 

they are only political commitments. 235  Thus, the tone of the correspondence is more 

conversational than in the UN, where all speech-acts were, to an extent, restricted by guidelines 

and formalities, but also by the pure nature of the organisation.236 The correspondence will be 

analysed chronologically, because it addressed the short-term changes in Estonia’s citizenship 

law. Yet, its focus was not to contest them, but altering them through the framework of 

CSCE/OSCE interpretation of national minorities. As the name suggests, HCNM concentrates 

on specifically on national minority questions. In contrast, the UN’s focus was on ethnic, 

language, and religious minorities. 

In contrast to the UN, where it is not always clear to whom argumentation was directed – the 

indirectly addressed audience varied from time to time – the OSCE correspondence has 

distinctive cooperative elements, because the correspondence is confidential and released to 

the public after the case is closed.237 This underlines the autonomy with which HCNM could 

conduct their work. Hence, Estonia had more freedom of expression. The need to balance 

speech-acts vis-à-vis reference countries, to show alignment to Western Europe, and to 

tightrope walk against Russia’s allegations, was not present in CSCE/OSCE. In addition, the 

fact that HCNM was answered by a number of Estonian officials, ranging from ministers to 

president, suggests that the atmosphere was mutually receptive, cordial, and respecting. 

Nevertheless, the UN and OSCE are two institutions interlocked in global politics. The OSCE 

succeeds there where the UN lacks, i.e., taking a more direct stance on minority issues. When 

HCNM started their work in 1993, the fierce nature of the UN letters was reflected in the OSCE 

correspondence. The ex-Soviet, now Russian, troops had an indirect effect on the political 
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climate, until their withdrawal was sealed on 24 November 1993.238 The troops did not receive 

as much notion in the UN as in OSCE. Thus, and for the most part of 1993, Max van der Stoel 

repeated the fears of possible escalation of tensions already manifested in the UN. Yet, their 

approach differed from that of the UN, as it was not contestation and provocation by which 

direction of politics were tried to change, but by giving prudent policy recommendations. 

 

4.1 1993: De-escalating the interethnic tensions 

Forthwith, HCNM stated that no persecution of non-Estonians239 nor interethnic violence was 

reported. 240  Thus, in HCNM’s point of view, the problems were not in the present but 

potentially upcoming, depending on Estonia’s decisions on integrating non-Estonians. HCNM 

believed that the contradictory goal of “integrating people but also to assure privileged position 

of Estonian citizen population” could potentially lead to internal instability and provoke a 

response from Russia.241 Considering this, HCNM suggested that it would be in Estonia’s best 

interest to “integrate the non-citizens, facilitate chances of acquiring citizenship for those who 

wish, and to assure full equality with Estonian citizens”.242 Emphasising the will of the people 

to integrate and the non-citizens emotional connection to Estonia became central idea in 

HCNM’s letters. 

The lack of contesting speech-acts in CSCE/OSCE is apparent. Estonia unequivocally 

supported all HCNM’s recommendations. Its linguistic performances were, thus, concentrated 

on an illocution of building a narrative of itself as a state respecting international order and 

human rights, manifested via its policy on minorities. This thesis is further attested by an 

utterance that despite years of Russification executed by the Soviet Union, Estonia was not 

 

238 UN General Assembly (Russia), A/C.3/48/18. 24 November 1993. 
239 OSCE, CSCE Communication No. 124: Recommendations to Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania from CSCE 

High Commissioner on National Minorities, No 206/93/L/Rev. 6 April 1993. HCNM defines what he means 
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do apply equally to Russians and non-Russians amongst the non-Estonian population of your country.” Pp. 

5. Estonia accepts the term and its meaning in the context of OSCE and uses it itself in future correspondence. 
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non-citizens, 1 July 1993. Pp. 1. 
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seeking to revenge the past atrocities on non-citizens. In legislation, this argument was 

embodied by the fact that ethnicity did not define Estonia’s citizenship, albeit this notion was 

constantly contested in the UN by Russia. To assert its stance even further, Estonia stated that 

there were numerous ethnic Estonians and Estonian speaking people, who are not citizens. 

These people are not once mentioned in the UN. Lastly, Estonia reaffirmed its commitment to 

“the policy of non-discrimination on the grounds of ethnic origin, citizenship, or other 

distinctions as established in the 1992 Constitution”. Hence, the juxtaposition of Russian and 

Estonian speaking population in the UN can be viewed as a provocation, if analysed through 

the Estonian described political reality in CSCE. 243 

In the only letter by Russia in the CSCE on Estonia’s citizenship issue, the representative of 

Russia in CSCE had stated that “the chief barrier to stabilisation of inter-ethnic relations [in 

Estonia] is the language law” and added that HCNM’s recommendations to keep the language 

examination in simple conversational level was welcomed.244 This utterance depicts almost 

contrasting political reality to that of the UN. The reasons are manifold: the audience a la 

Perelman was smaller in size; thus, the need to assert dominance via illocutionary act vis-à-vis 

ex-Soviet states was lesser; hence, Russia was able to further embody its willingness for 

compromises to de-escalate the inter-state tensions, per se part of its own strategic goal to 

emphasises its commitments to peaceful resolutions, which Russia had portrayed in the UN on 

25 June 1993. 245  Even though Estonia refrained from answering Russia’s speech-act 

additionally underlined the lack of said and unsaid restrictions to small-state’s speech-acts.246 

In both the UN and OSCE Estonia defended its language law by simply stating that removing 

Russian language’s official status was part of its de-Sovietisation policy. 247  Nevertheless, 

“some circles”, according to Estonia, had seen the policy as discriminatory. In spite of this, 

HCNM gave approval for the language law but encouraged the government to increase the 

tuition of the state language and limit the required language level for naturalisation to roughly 

1500 words, so the focus of the naturalisation process would stay in integration, and not that 
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the language examination would function as an insurmountable barrier. Estonia agreed with 

the recommendation.248 

The CSCE/OSCE correspondence illuminates Estonian aims related to language examination. 

In the UN, it had no room but to defend its policy in the framework of revoking Soviet past. 

But, in the CSCE/OSCE, the underlying tone was that language is an inseparable part of 

integration to Estonian society. Thus, as part of state promoted national identity, it was quickly 

made a prerequisite to become a full member of the society. Vihalemm studied that for Russian 

speaking population the role of Estonian language changed eventually from instrumental to 

essential, signifying the changes in attitudes. 

 

4.2 1994-1996: the unclear aims of Estonia’s integration policy 

In 1994 HCNM expressed his understanding that the intent of the Estonian government was to 

ensure and strengthen the Estonian identity through legislation. 249  The correspondence 

followed the same path as in the UN, shifting from acquisition of citizenship to integration of 

non-Estonians. But, while Estonia repeatedly argued otherwise, some scholars have later noted 

that ethnicity and language do play a major part in Estonian identity.250 Presuming that this was 

visible to external observers already in the 1990s, the possible backlash on non-citizen policies 

had to be avoided. Hence, HCNM called Estonia to keep its commitments to non-citizens by 

modifying the Law on Aliens and the Estonian language training to make the state to appear 

more open for integration. Keeping this in mind, HCNM saw it paradoxical that Estonia’s 

policy was giving an impression to steer non-citizens into, what initially seemed to be, a legal 

void, if they were not renewing their Soviet era residence permits in a given period of time. 

After independence, Estonia had distributed only temporary residence permits for 3 years to 

non-citizens, after which they had to be changed for permanent residence permits. 

 

248 OSCE (Russia), [No. 125/Add.1., 26 April 1993], 6 April 1993. Pp. 18-19. 
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Despite the HCNM’s worry, this was not the case. Estonia’s answer on residence permits 

allows to peek into the thought process leading to its speech-acts. It seems that Estonia was 

purposefully concealing information from the UN, where Russia was pressing for an 

explanation on the same question. 251  Explaining the motives behind the strict permanent 

residence registration period was part of Estonia’s intention to show strength domestic 

audience and to show its reference countries that it would not bend under Russia’s influence 

on its legislations. Despite this illocutionary force, Estonia had already made plans to extend 

the residence application period. For Estonia, complying with Russia’s pressure would have 

indicated that renewing residence permits was not necessary and that the Estonian Government 

was incapable of enforcing its own regulations. The plan was to extend the registration period 

in the last possible moment as a gesture to gain support from non-citizens.252 

In the same letter, Estonia also revealed its plans on Alien’s passport. First and foremost, it 

admits that the passport’s function is to act as a last resort for people who cannot obtain any 

other travel document. In other words, by making it unnecessary difficult obtain an Alien’s 

passport Estonia tried to entice non-citizens to naturalise. The reluctance to distribute the 

passports was seen by HCNM to cause an increase in the stateless people in the world, which, 

according to Estonia, was against its policy. The illocutionary act was to show that Estonia saw 

the non-citizen situation only temporary, and that it considered statelessness to be a very serious 

problem.253  

On the one hand, Estonia says that it is committed to reduce statelessness by all means possible, 

but, on the other hand, it also seems to admit that non-citizens are in fact stateless, even though 

consistently trying to state that it is not the case. Estonia’s own view on the concept of “stateless” 

seems to be that as long as there is an option for naturalisation, people cannot be considered as 

stateless. Distributing an Estonian Alien’s passport would only seal the fact that someone was 

truly stateless and remove the incentive to naturalise. Hence, Estonia was so keen to promote 

naturalisation. For Estonia, the best outcome in solving the citizenship issue was that if all 
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people residing in Estonia became naturalised citizens, but who were also able to use the state 

language. Its policies steered to this direction. 

 

In 1995, the tone in HCNM’s letters to Estonia became more assertive.254 This reflects the 

arising concerns over new naturalisation requirements stated in the Citizenship Act of 1995: 

the language examination became harder and a test on Estonian constitution was implemented. 

These requirements were contested by Russia in the UN, and HCNM did not clearly see its 

purpose on giving an overall impetus on naturalisations. Also, the new naturalisation 

requirements put new applicants in disadvantaged position in comparison to the people who 

managed to apply for naturalisation by the old requirements. By the old requirements, both the 

oral and written part of language test were easier, and one did not have to proof knowledge on 

the Constitution nor the Citizenship Act. This raised concerns that the old requirements were 

made for non-citizens who already mastered Estonian language and that the unwanted outcome 

was that the new requirements were to dissuade the non-Estonian speakers to naturalise. 

Nevertheless, HCNM agreed that requiring knowledge on constitution was understandable per 

se, but to ease the language part of the naturalisation test, HCNM changed their opinion and 

stated that a to show a proficiency knowing 800 words is enough.255 

In the letter on 11 December 1995, HCNM also argued that distributing Alien’s passports only 

on rare occasion would backfire Estonia’s aim to integrate as much people as possible, because 

the stringent requirements had made Russian passport a viable option for non-citizens. Russia 

started to distribute passports to ex-Soviet citizens in 1995 after Estonia had pressured it to do 

so in the UN. According to HCNM, if non-citizens opted for Russian passport, it would result 

into bigger proportion of foreign people in Estonia. HCNM said that he felt comfortable to tell 

new propositions, because Estonia was showing will to integrate non-citizens.256 

Complying with the recommendations, Estonia broadened the category of people eligible for 

Alien’s passport and dismissed the idea that the passport per se promoted statelessness. In 
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addition, the requirement for civil servants to become citizens to be able to work in a public 

office was postponed by a year. Hitherto, Estonia had complied with every recommendation 

given by Max van der Stoel, but now, for the first time, it defended the naturalisation test.  

According to Estonia, the language test was conducted with the help of experts and the barrier 

would not be lowered. The instructive word limit, i.e., knowing 1500 words, was only 

directional. On the concerns over the knowledge of the Constitution, Estonia felt that HCNM 

had become a victim of Russia’s loath campaign. According to Estonia, the language test and 

knowledge of the Constitution were mutually benefitting because the applicant was provided 

the Constitution during the test, and the required language proficiency would make it easy to 

find the correct clauses from the constitution and help to answer the questions. For Estonia, the 

language test was examining more an individual’s ability to communicate in the state language 

rather than a test of artful expression.257 Despite Estonia’s aim, according to Vihalemm, the 

new naturalisation requirements and especially the language test diminished Estonian language 

integrative value and increased its instrumental value.258 

 

In October 1996, HCNM saw that the unresolved delays in distributing Alien’s passports did, 

as they had expected, increase the number of Russian citizens in Estonia. By now it had become 

apparent that people wanted to stay in Estonia, but the issues related to the non-citizens travel 

documents had incited non-citizens to become naturalised Russian citizens. According to the 

Embassy of the Russian Federation in Tallinn, the number of people applying for Russia 

passport had increased over 110,000. 259 Russia also started to use soft powers vis-à-vis non-

citizens by allowing them visa free travel.260 

In addition, the HCNM saw it problematic that Estonia was about to ratify the CoE’s 

“Framework Convention for the Protection of National minorities” and not apply it to non-

ethnic-Estonians who are Estonian citizens. The convention does refer to all people residing in 
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a territory, whilst it is also exposed for interpretation. A few of the articles in the convention 

have a resemblance to with the UN Declaration Human Rights of Individuals who are not 

Nationals of the Country in which they live from 1985 and the 1990 CSCE Copenhagen 

Document. HCNM argued that if Estonia would not apply the new framework on all people, it 

would give a perception to the outside that Estonia’s policy on non-citizens has changed – for 

the worse.261 

Indicating both explicit and implicit worry, a certain level of distrust began to lift its head in 

the cordial relationship between HCNM and Estonia. Notwithstanding that no human rights 

infringements were found, the fear that there could be infringements existed in HCNM speech-

acts. Otherwise, I argue, the qualm on the possibility that Estonia could withdraw its 

commitments on its minority question would not have been expressed. Whereas the intention 

was to make Estonia maintain the policy of integrating non-citizens, HCNM’s motive was to 

keep anything of the contrary from happening. 

Estonia’s acting Minister of Foreign Affairs Riivo Sinijärv’s262 answer to HCNM is divided to 

two: response to expressed worries, and a comment on the Convention for the Protection of 

National Minorities explaining the decisions behind leaving some people outside the 

aforementioned framework’s scope. In the first part, Sinijärv highlights that the problems 

considering the distribution of Alien’s passport was due to the necessary and thorough 

background checks the Estonian government had to do, because some people applying for the 

passport had already obtained Russian citizenship. Even though the path for naturalisation for 

those people was still available, the Alien’s passport became unavailable. In addition, Sinijärv 

stated that Russian authorities were reluctant to provide Estonian officials information on 

Russian citizens residing in Estonia, which would have eased the background checks. 

Nonetheless, people obtaining Russian passports was not an issue for the Estonian government, 

because its policy was to reduce overall statelessness, even though the end did not justify the 

means. Estonia kept its position that it would not enforce anyone to take its citizenship, relying 

on people’s free will and self-identification. Thus, it argued that naturalisation was kept as a 

compulsory prerequisite for the people to show their willingness to become full members of 
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the society, a final seal of integration. The letter was concluded by showing support to HCNM’s 

role in Chechnya, and, simultaneously, taking a stance vis-à-vis Russia’s policies on minorities 

by further elaborating the peaceful means Estonia was using to solve issues its internal 

affairs.263 

The second part of the letter offers an intriguing peek into the political thinking on minorities 

in 1990s. Sinijärv’s detailed comment starts by stating that the term national minority is 

ambiguous and undefined.264 Although every state understands what a national minority is, the 

lack of a universally accepted definition makes the concept vulnerable for contestation and 

interpretation, leading into a patchwork quilt even in similarly minded states. Hence, HCNM’s 

interpretation of what is normative policy on national minority is only an interpretation, which 

he provided in his policy recommendations. Similarly, Estonia interpreted the conventions 

range, but considering the prior rhetor-audience relationship of HCNM and Estonia, it backed 

its decision by providing further information on other state’s policies to show that it was on par 

with European national minority framework.265 

Essentially, Estonia argued that it had already fulfilled all the requirements of the 

aforementioned covenants with its existing legislative framework. On interpretation of national 

minorities, it had followed the precedents set by Germany and Luxembourg that within national 

minorities were counted only national citizens. Russia, too, gives the right to national 

minorities only to nationals, further justifying its stance. However, Estonia was going to ratify 

the convention because it would influence other countries to do so. Hence, the illocution was 

to strengthen, once again, its commitments on national minorities. But the means to do so 

differed to those in the UN: Estonia did not try to build parallels to its minority legislation from 

the 1920s and showing that it had always respected minorities.266 Instead, it hailed Poland and 

Albania for such policies. I argue that by giving respect to other newly emerged ex-Soviet 

republic Estonia also showed increasing agency on international stage.267 
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4.3 1997: the last amendments to Estonia’s non-citizens policy 

By 1997, Estonia had fulfilled all but two of the HCNM’s policy recommendations. The last 

were a request to simplify the constitution knowledge test and granting citizenship to children 

of stateless people under special conditions.268 Mutual understanding was quickly found on the 

basic knowledge of the Constitution: HCNM did not disagree with its function but doubted 

whether it served its full potentiality for integration. If the questions were too hard, it would 

function more as a barrier than welcoming element to the society, which, in HCNM point of 

view, could backfire. In response, Estonia said that it will “make it even easier for applicants 

to comprehend” and pass the test.269 Albeit being an answer to HCNM concerns, this might also 

have been a reaction to a drop in naturalisations from almost 23,000 persons to 8,000 in just 

one year, from 1996 to 1997.270 

On stateless children, Estonia positioned directly against HCNM recommendations for the only 

time during the correspondence period. Before this, Estonia had only once defended its 

naturalisation policy but later bent to HCNM’s recommendations. But now, Estonia stated that 

it was singled out on the question of stateless children’s birth right to a citizenship and felt that 

HCNM was treating it unequally in comparison to other European states. The illocutionary 

force was to uplift its status from a post-Soviet republic to a worthy and equal European state.  

HCNM disputed whether it was right that stateless children had to rely on their stateless parents’ 

option to registrate as Russian citizens and, thus, receive a citizenship. Estonia noted that 

instead of being a human rights infringement, similar approach were taken by other European 

countries, to which HCNM compared Estonia’s policy, without specifying the exact countries 

they were referring to. According to Estonia, in general, the European legislations did not grant 

citizenship to stateless children. Instead, the states had resolved some issues on ad hoc basis, 

which, to Estonia, was not showing a principle of action but a habit of making exceptions to 

the rule. Same is true to states which had adopted HCNM’s recommendations into their 

minority policies, but where practice differed from the law, at least according to Estonia. 
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Because of the discrepancies in the legislations, Estonia would adopt the recommendations on 

stateless children only in the case when the recommendations on stateless children were made 

a general and universal principle that bound all OSCE member-states. 271 

Estonia defends its stance on not distributing citizenship to stateless children by stating that it 

“is building its future as an integrated multi-ethnic society for decades to come” and that its 

“ultimate goal [is] not just mere naturalisation of aliens, but integration of non-citizens and is 

therefore creating a wide range language training system.”272 If stateless children would be 

granted citizenship by declaration, it would decrease the overall interest to learn the state 

language. Furthermore, the change in policy would indicate to the children’s parents that there 

could potentially be more exemptions, which would further diminish the interest to learn the 

state language. This was against Estonia’s endeavours. 

The previous letters were the last in the correspondence between Estonia and HCNM. It 

indicates that HCNM succeeded in changing Estonia’s approach to national minorities by 

making policy recommendations. The policy recommendations were not legally binding, but 

still Estonia altered its legislation in all cases despite the last. Because the question of stateless 

children was indeed the last policy recommendation made, and Estonia had defended its stance 

by showing that HCNM’s recommendation did not reflect universal principle and that it would 

not make amendments to its legislation due to being singled out, the correspondence in the 

OSCE ended. 
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5 CONCLUSIONS: ESTONIA’S SMALL-STATE REALISM IN THE 

UN AND OSCE 1993-1997 

The correspondence on Estonian citizenship question occurred from 1993 to 1996 in the UN 

and from 1993 to 1997 in the OSCE. Because the correspondence on Estonia’s citizenship 

policy in the UN was public, Estonia seized the opportunity to construct an image of itself as a 

politically West-leaning autonomous political agent. As the audience in the UN is universal, 

speech-acts on its citizenship policy offered a simultaneous platform to address Western states 

and to show commitment to the values they hold so Estonia could join them later. Russia’s aim, 

on the other hand, was to not let Estonia leave its sphere of influence by showing that Estonia 

was in fact against the same values. Estonia’s possible accession to Western institutions was in 

conflict with Russia’s large state realism and its strategic interests on its near-abroad states. In 

contrast to the UN, in the CSCE/OSCE the audience to whom speech-acts were addressed to 

was smaller in size, and the correspondence was confidential. Thus, in OSCE Estonia did not 

have to manifest alignment to anyone, and, as a consequence, was able to discuss and explain 

the reasons behind its citizenship policy in a cooperative manner, in contrast to defending the 

policy in the UN. 

In the UN, in addition to addressing the Western states within the universal audience, Estonia 

had to show that its citizenship policy was not breaching human rights, as alleged by Russia. 

To defend its citizenship policy, Estonia based its argumentation on the very core idea of its 

national ethos, i.e., the state-continuum paradigm. According to the paradigm the Soviet Union 

had occupied Estonia illegally from 1940 to 1991, hence, the Estonian state had never ceased 

to exist and the legislation preceding the occupation was in force at the time of the regained 

independence. Thus, in granting citizenship to the people who held it before the Soviet 

occupation and their descendants, Estonia, according to itself, was only following the rule of 

law. 

The inherent asymmetric relationship between small and big states reflected in vertical 

communication, with Estonia placed lower on the axis in relation to Russia. The hierarchical 

positioning against Russia affected Estonia’s performative actions on both a higher level, i.e., 

its strategic culture and small-state realism, and the manifestation of its speech-acts. Estonia’s 

goal was to strive for genuine nation-state sovereignty, but due to its status as a small state, its 
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Soviet background, and the occupational trauma, which Russia tried to intentionally exploit, 

the goal required transnational alliance. This goal motivated Estonia’s speech-acts, but the 

hierarchical imbalance was reflected, above all, in Estonia’s efforts to keep its face in the 

diplomatic arenas by defending against Russia’s torrent of accusations. 

Russia’s goal, on the other hand, was to make Estonia grant citizenship to all its residents. 

Russia’s interpretation of history was in complete contrast to that of Estonia, because in 

Russia’s narrative the Baltic states had joined the Soviet Union voluntarily. Hence, Estonia’s 

argument of state continuity was incomprehensible to Russia. In the UN, in 1993, Russia tried 

to convince the universal audience that Estonia’s desire was not to decolonise and come to 

terms with the past but to instate a monoethnic state by means of “apartheid” and “ethnic 

cleansing”. Russia’s speech-acts also included envisioning that the escalation of ethnic tensions 

in the whole Baltic region was inevitable and that the situation could possibly require Russia’s 

military intervention. Russia stated that in such a situation, the culpability for any use of force 

lay solely on Estonia’s shoulders. 

The discussion in the UN was reflected in the OSCE correspondence, showing that Russia was 

also able to influence the discussion in the OSCE despite not participating in it. The HCNM’s 

concern over escalating interethnic and interstate tensions resulted in taking quick action to de-

escalate the situation in 1993, which Estonia completely agreed with, because it did not want 

military intervention either. 

The only time Russia made a statement in the CSCE regarding the Estonian citizenship 

question was on 26 April 1993, the same year it accused Estonia of ethnic cleansing and 

foresaw direct violence in the Baltics. Despite the fierce rhetoric in the UN, in OSCE Russia 

was much calmer in addressing the issue. There, Russia had stated that the only thing which 

was fuelling the interethnic tensions was not the citizenship law, but the fact that for 

naturalisation one had to be more proficient in the Estonian language than a simple 

conversation required. The calmness of the statement in relation to the violence-envisioning-

rhetoric in the UN underlined that the OSCE was not used as a stage for performance, but a 

platform for genuine discussion by all parties. 

Despite Russia accusing Estonia of human rights infringements in the UN, the overall 

conclusion after the 48th UNGA session was that not granting citizenship automatically was 
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not a breach of human rights. After the conclusion, Russia’s focus shifted to Estonia’s policy 

on non-citizens. Russia’s aim was to pressure Estonia to make the naturalisation requirements 

for citizenship as easy as possible and to grant as many rights to the non-citizen population as 

possible. Also, by addressing the rights of mostly Russian speaking non-citizens Russia tried 

to claim the people, which would have played for its own advantage. By building its arguments 

in the UN on ethnic, language, and religious discrimination of the non-citizens, as those were 

the ones the UN emphasised the most in its minority framework, Russia tried to convince the 

UN that the problems were serious so that the UN should pressure Estonia to change its policies. 

If the UN would have taken Russia’s stance, it would have been plausible that the citizenship 

law would also have changed. 

Until Russian troops were withdrawn from Estonia in the summer of 1994, their presence had 

an effect on the political climate, and, thus, affected the speech-acts of Estonia and HCNM, but 

not so much Russia’s. After the troops were effectively withdrawn, the overall political climate 

calmed. As a consequence, Estonia received more political elbowroom and started to produce 

counterarguments against Russia’s accusations. Even though the top-bottom dynamic in 

correspondence did not fundamentally change, the empirical analysis shows that in later stages 

of the study period Estonia’s political agency increased. This was also a result of implicit and 

explicit support for its citizenship policy from the UN and the OSCE as a result of its 

commitments to develop the situation. 

In 1995 and 1996, it became less and less likely that Russia would be able to pressure Estonia 

to change its citizenship policy in the UN. This is manifested by as inconsistency in the speech-

acts. For example, considering that threatening to use military force to solve the citizenship 

question in 1993 had not produced results, Russia still threatened to use them even after its 

troops were withdrawn from Estonia.  

The long letters and the deluge of accusations ranging from all spectrums of life were 

successfully defended by Estonia, who was able to deflect the accusations to Russia’s domestic 

problems. For example, the accusation that Estonia was deliberately restricting Russian 

speaking pupils’ right to study Russian consciousness, i.e., language and history, was easily 

dismissed by Estonia by stating that Russian history was still taught in schools, but under the 

subject of “world history”, which includes the history of foreign countries. Russia also tried to 

bring back the title “Situation of Human Rights Question in Estonia and Latvia” in its last letter, 
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to which Estonia did not reply. In the end, Russia was not able to make major alterations to 

Estonian citizenship legislation in the UN, despite succeeding in some minor cases, such as 

relating to the residence permits of ex-service men. The discussion over the Estonian 

citizenship issue ended in the UN after the 51st UNGA session. 

In OSCE the correspondence occurred on a more horizontal level, characterised by the 

receptive and mutually respective rhetoric. In OSCE, Estonia was freer to conduct its speech-

acts and explain the motives and intentions behind its legislation and minority policy – 

something which was not possible in the UN. In addition, every letter started with a tactful 

greeting and ended with thanks, showing the reciprocity in their cooperation. Despite this, the 

HCNM position as minority policy initiating side gave the advantage to their illocutions, albeit 

they were conducted in accordance with the legislative framework provided by Estonia and did 

not contest Estonia’s political integrity. Nevertheless, it is important to note that not once did 

HCNM explicitly coerce Estonia to change its policy, even though it was the illocutionary force. 

This left Estonia with the burden of proof to show that it was truly committed to changing its 

citizenship policy by making amendments to its legislation in accordance with HCNM’s 

recommendations instead of merely implying so via speech-acts. The intimate and discreet 

approach of the HCNM revealed Estonia’s actual minority policy. 

Abiding to HCNM recommendations served a twofold purpose: they offered genuine help for 

solving the issue through the framework set by Estonia; and by confirming with the 

recommendations Estonia showed its commitment to international order as a worthy member 

in yet another transnational organisation. In the end, Estonia complied with all but one policy 

recommendation, i.e., the question on stateless children’s right to citizenship. The reason for 

not complying with this particular recommendation underlines Estonia’s pursuit to be viewed 

as an equal state in the international stage. Estonia did not want to change its legislation because 

HCNM interpretation of “universal principles of human rights” insisted so but wanted to 

interpret the issue of stateless children in the same way as numerous other European countries 

did, i.e., as it seemed best. 

How Estonia reacted to the question on stateless children reflect the changes in self-awareness 

and increase in political agency during the study period. As it is the only time Estonia rejected 

to comply with HCNM’s recommendation, the case is context specific, and cannot be seen as 

reflecting the whole correspondence but the change in attitude. I argue that if the question was 
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brought up earlier, Estonia could not have but accept the HCNM’s argument of universal 

principle regardless how universal it truly was. But the UN correspondence had ended a year 

earlier in 1996, which ended Russia’s contestation, leaving OSCE as the last forum where the 

citizenship issue was discussed. To this moment, Estonia had succeeded in constructing an 

image of itself as a state that was committed to building a discrimination free multi-ethnic 

society. HCNM concluded that the last issue would not change their interpretation of Estonia. 

In addition, other European countries had too decided to interpret stateless children’s rights to 

citizenship differently to what the conventions said – and some of the states were long lasting 

democracies pioneering in minority issues. This also indicates an end to an era: henceforth, an 

authority’s interpretation of universal principles was not enough to change Estonia’s politics; 

the universal principles had to be based on political reality and had to bind all states. The 

correspondence in the OSCE ended after the letter where this issue was discussed. 

In conclusion, Estonia was successful in consolidating its position via speech-acts in both the 

UN and OSCE. This is compared to several Russia’s claims, which were not able to change the 

general opinion against Estonia. According to the UN and OSCE, no human rights 

infringements were found and no signs of arbitrary deprivation of citizenship were found in 

Estonia.273 

 

This thesis concentrated on studying Estonian speech-acts in the UN and OSCE on its 

citizenship question. This particular case is part of a wider change in the minority question in 

the post-Cold War era. The discussion on the Estonian citizenship issue shows how 

transnational organisations started to take a more assertive stance on minority related topics 

after the Cold War. Similar study could have been conducted on Latvia, where the post-Soviet 

situation was similar to Estonia. For such a study, this thesis works as a reference point. In 

addition, future studies can be broadened to compare Estonian and Latvian speech-acts in 

diplomatic arenas, per se a possible topic for doctoral thesis, and combining Lithuania’s 

separate path on resolving its post-Soviet citizenship as a counterpoint. There are also a 

 

273 UN Economic and Social Council, Human rights and arbitrary deprivation of nationality: report of the 

Secretary-General. E/CN.4/1999/56, 28 December 1998.  
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plethora of opportunities to research Russia’s stance vis-à-vis its diasporas through the 

changing lens of compatriot policy that could unveil fruitful results. 
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